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WHERE THERE IS FAMILY, THERE IS EDUCATION 
 

 
 

The inspiration for starting a partnership project is the belief in the potential of cultural 
heritage, in particular the value of regional dialects. The project is one of the initiatives to 
celebrate the European Year of Cultural Heritage 2018 (EYCH). 

 
The guide is used to achieve goal 2: Development of competences of educators in the 
effective teaching of parents including parents with low competences. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The family is the most important social group in society. It’s also the most important 
influence in a child’s life. The family plays an essential role in a child’s education, in providing 
physical and emotional needs, and in giving moral guidance.  
The generally accepted definition of family education can be seen  “Family education refers 
to the education that parents or other elderly people give to their children conscientiously 
and hierarchically in the family.”  
Family education is a targeted, systematic and organized educational activity that parents 
and other elders in the family carried out on children and adolescents . 
The most significant education occurs in the family because family is a fundamental type of 
education. Therefore, together with the importance of education, it is significantly 
important to talk about the role of the family in education. In order to increase the individual 
and social life quality, all human beings need education from the very first time they come to 
the world. 
 

What is Good Practice? 

Good Practice means to carry out a function or testing using only recommended or approved 
methods. 
The term "Good Practice" has been used to describe "what works" in a particularsituation or 
environment.Good Education Practices - as the wide range of individual activities, policies, 
and programmatic approaches to achieve positive changes. 
This umbrella term encompasses the following designations: 

• Promisingeducation practice, 
• Validated education practice, 
• Exemplary education practice. 

 
Practices contain detailed information to implement it:  

•  detailed description, 
•  critical elements for implementation (strengths and weaknesses), 
•  essential resources,  
•  process used to gather impact. 

 

This guide was compiled and edited by Magdalena RĘKA 
The guide was created in cooperation with project teams: 
Polish team: Franciszek RĘKA, Piotr NIEWIADOMSKI 
Portuguese team: Arménio PEREIRA, Noémia ANTAO 
Italy team: Patrizia PAPPALARDO, Emanuela IANNAZZO 
Turkey team: Suzan AVANOĞLU, Orhan AVANOĞLU, Cenk Sina ŞAHİN, Ayhan AVANOĞLU 
Spain team: Miguel LOPEZ MOLINA, Joaquin LOPEZ MOLINA 
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POLAND  
 

Inspiracją dla rozpoczęcia projektu partnerskiego było przekonanie o potencjale dziedzictwa 
kulturowego w szczególności o wartości dialektów regionalnych. Projekt stanowi jedną z 
inicjatyw obchodów Europejskiego Roku Dziedzictwa Kulturowego 2018. 
Europejskie Dziedzictwo Kulturowe silnie współtworzy zbiorową pamięć i tożsamość 
Europejczyków. Bogata różnorodność państw, regionów, społeczności lokalnych w Europie 
stanowi o wymiarze kulturowej, łącząc ludzi w każdym wieku, pochodzących z różnych 
środowisk i kultur.  
Na poziomie regionalnym dziedzictwo kulturowe sprzyja utrzymywaniu spójności lokalnej 
społeczności, integrując mieszkańców poprzez rewitalizacją zaniedbanych obszarów, poprzez 
wzbudzanie potrzeby pracy i chęci podtrzymywania wspólnoty. 
 
 

 
 
 

Przewodnik „Przeszłość + przyszłość” przedstawia przykłady dobrych praktyk w promowaniu 
dialektów regionalnych w procesie uczenia się międzypokoleniowego w rodzinach.  
Problem, na który odpowiada projekt dotyczy zmian cywilizacyjno-kulturowych i 
społecznych, które wywierają wpływ na sferę językową.Prowadzi to do przekształceń, 
przeobrażeń, często do zaniku dialektów regionalnych, które są ważne do integracji 
społecznej i tożsamościowej. Tradycje i przekazy ustne, w tym język jako nośnik stanowią 
żywy wymiar niematerialnego dziedzictwa kulturowego przekazywanego z pokolenia na 
pokolenie. 
Rodzina jest najważniejszą grupą w społeczeństwie. Wywiera także największy wpływ na 
życie dziecka. Rodzina odgrywa istotną rolę w edukacji dziecka, w zaspokajaniu jego potrzeb 
fizycznych i emocjonalnych oraz w udzielaniu wskazówek moralnych. 
Projekt podejmuje temat dialogu regionalnego a poprzez to zachęca do dzielenia się i 
docenienia wartości europejskiego dziedzictwa kulturowego jako dobra wspólnego. 
Regionalne dialekty dla większości użytkowników stanowią język, w którym zostali 
wychowani. Jest to język domu, rodziny, znajomych i przyjaciół. Porozumiewanie się w 
dialekcie daje poczucie przynależności i tożsamości.  
Problemem, na który odpowiada projekt jest niska świadomość społeczna na temat tego 
zasobu. 
 Description of the Guide in Polish “Przeszłość + Przyszłość” 
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Przewodnik “Przeszłość + Przyszłość”został opracowany w odpowiedzi na Cel 2 projektu: 
Rozwój kompetencji edukatorów w zakresie skutecznego nauczania rodziców w tym 
rodziców z niskimi kompetencjami. 
 
Najbardziej znaczący rodzaj edukacji ma miejsce w rodzinie, ponieważ to rodzina jest 
podstawowym żródłem edukacji. Dlatego wraz z odkrywaniem znaczenia edukacji bardzo 
ważne jest mówienie o roli edukacji w rodzinie. Aby podnieść jakość życia indywidualnego i 
społecznego, wszyscy ludzie potrzebują edukacji od przyjścia na świat. 
Jedną z głównych ról rodziny w społeczeństwie jest promowanie środowiska, w którym dzieci 
mogą uczyć się pozytywnych wartości, postaw, zachowań i umiejętności przez całe życie. 
Ogólnie przyjętą definicję edukacji w rodzinie można przedstawić: „Edukacja rodzinna odnosi 
się do edukacji, którą rodzice lub inne osoby starsze zapewniają swoim dzieciom”.Edukacja 
rodzinna jest ukierunkowaną, systematyczną i zorganizowaną działalnością edukacyjną 
prowadzoną przez rodziców i innych starszych członków rodziny wśród dzieci i młodzieży. 
Rola rodziny jest niezbędna w wychowywaniu i kształceniu dzieci oraz w zapewnianiu im 
umiejętności potrzebnych do budowania wartościowych relacji wewnątrz rodziny i 
wnoszenia znaczącego wkładu do społeczeństwa. 
Niematerialne dziedzictwo kulturowe powinno być pielęgnowane i udostępniane dzieciom 
od najmłodszych lat. Jednocześnie należy podnosić świadomość znaczenia jego zachowania. 
Jeśli chodzi o uczenie się dziedzictwa kulturowego, celem działań powinno być dostarczenie 
każdemu dziecku wiedzy na temat własnego dziedzictwa. 
Przewodnik został opracowany we współpracy pięciu organizacji z regionów, w których 
występuje dialekty regionalne. 
Organizacje partnerskie w projekcie: Fundacja Family Center z Bytomia–dialektśląski, 
Instituto Principe Real z Miranda Do Douro –język mirandyjski, Neotalentway z Granady–
dialekt andaluzyjski, Ubuntu-Centro Internazionale Delle Culture z Palermo –dialekt 
sycylijski, Akademi Kultur Ecitim Derneci z Kastamonu - Turkisch Kastamonu. 
Przewodnik poprzez zwiększenie świadomości na tematdialogów regionalnych zachęca do 
dzielenia się i uznawania wartości europejskiego dziedzictwa kulturowego jako dobra 
wspólnego. 
 

………………………………..       

….

 
Description of the Guide in Polish “Przeszłość + Przyszłość” 
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PORTUGAL
 
 
A família é o grupo social mais importante da sociedade. É também a influência mais 
importante na vida de uma criança. A família desempenha um papel essencial na educação 
da criança, no fornecimento de necessidades físicas e emocionais e na orientação moral. 
O guia "Passado + Futuro" apresenta exemplos de boas práticas na área de proteção de 
dialetos e línguas regionais em transferências familiares entre gerações. 
 
O problema ao qual o projeto responde diz respeito às mudanças civilizacionais-culturais e 
sociais que afetam a esfera da linguagem. Isso leva a transformações, transformações que 
frequentemente que conduzem ao desaparecimento de dialetos e línguas regionais 
importantes para a integração social e identitária. 
 
Tradições e comunicações orais, incluindo a linguagem como transportadora, são uma 
dimensão viva do património cultural intangível passado de geração em geração. 
Os dialetos e línguas regionais para a maioria dos utilizadores constituem o idioma em que 
foram criados, é o idioma de casa, família, amigos e conhecidos. A comunicação num dialeto 
ou língua regional dá uma sensação de pertença e identidade. 
 
A definição geralmente aceite de educação familiar pode ser: "A educação familiar refere-se 
à educação que os pais ou outras pessoas idosas dão aos filhos de maneira consciente e 
hierárquica na família". 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Description of the Guide in Portuguese "Passado + Futuro" 
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A educação familiar é uma atividade educacional orientada, sistemática e organizada que os 
pais e outros idosos da família realizam em crianças e adolescentes. 
A educação mais significativa ocorre na família porque a família é um tipo fundamental de 
educação. Portanto, juntamente com a importância da educação, é significativamente 
importante falar sobre o papel da família na educação. A fim de aumentar a qualidade de 
vida individual e social, todos os seres humanos precisam de educação desde a primeira vez 
que vêm ao mundo. 
 
Um dos papéis principais da família na sociedade é promover um ambiente em que as 
crianças possam aprender valores positivos, atitudes, comportamentos e habilidades ao 
longo da vida. 
 
O papel da família é essencial para criar e educar os filhos e dar a eles as habilidades 
necessárias para construir relacionamentos valiosos e fazer contribuições significativas para 
a sociedade. 
 
O património cultural intangível deve ser nutrido e compartilhado com as crianças desde 
tenra idade, enquanto, ao mesmo tempo, deve-se consciencializar a importância da sua 
preservação. 
 
Em relação à aprendizagem do património, os objetivos devem proporcionar a cada criança 
o conhecimento de seu próprio património. 

O guia foi desenvolvido em cooperação com cinco organizações de regiões onde o dialeto e 
língua regional está presente. 

São eles: Bytom - Silésia, Miranda do Douro - Mirandês, Granada - Andaluzia, Palermo - 
Siciliana, Kastamonu - Turkisch Kastamonu. 

O guia aborda o tema do diálogo regional - incentiva o compartilhamento e o 
reconhecimento do valor do património cultural europeu como um bem comum. 

 

 
 

Description of the Guide in Portuguese "Passado + Futuro" 
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SPAIN
 

 

Resumen 
La familia es el grupo social más importante de la sociedad. También es la influencia más 
importante en la vida de un niño, ya que la familia desempeña un papel esencial en la 
educación de un niño, dado que los padres son los primeros responsables de la educación de 
sus hijos, al mismo tiempo que atiende las necesidades físicas y emocionales del niño, les 
proporcionan un lenguaje y sientan las bases para desarrollar una orientación moral. 
Dada la importancia de la transmisión del lenguaje entre generaciones, se ha desarrollado la 
guía "Pasado + Futuro", la cual presenta ejemplos de buenas prácticas en el área de la 
protección del dialecto regional en las transferencias familiares intergeneracionales. 
 
Con esta guía se pretende responder al problema referido a los cambios sociales, culturales y 
de civilización que afectan a la esfera del lenguaje, especialmente a como evoluciona y se 
protege, ya que muchas veces el lenguaje sufre una serie de transformaciones, las cuales a 
menudo conllevan a la desaparición de dialectos regionales que son importantes para la 
integración social y de identidad.   
Los dialectos regionales, para la mayoría de los usuarios, constituyen el idioma en el que 
fueron educados, es el idioma del hogar, la familia, los amigos y conocidos. La comunicación 
en un dialecto da un sentido de pertenencia e identidad. Además, las tradiciones y las 
comunicaciones orales, incluido el lenguaje como portador, constituyen una dimensión viva 
del patrimonio cultural inmaterial, el cual es transmitido de generación en generación. 
 
La educación más significativa ocurre en la familia, ya que, para aumentar la calidad de vida, 
tanto individual como social, todos los seres humanos necesitan ser educados desde que 
vienen al mundo, por lo tanto, la familia se establece como la base de toda educación. Por lo 
tanto, al hablar de la importancia de la educación, es importante hablar sobre el papel de la 
familia en la educación.  
 

 
 

Description of the Guide in Spanish "Pasado + Futuro" 
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La definición más aceptada de educación familiar es: "La educación familiar se refiere a la 
educación que los padres u otras personas mayores brindan a sus hijos de manera 
concienzuda y jerárquica en la familia". En resumen, la educación familiar es una actividad 
educativa específica, sistemática y organizada que los padres y otros ancianos de la familia 
realizan en niños y adolescentes. 
 
En este sentido, el papel de la familia es esencial para criar y educar a los niños desde 
pequeños, así como para brindarles las habilidades necesarias para construir relaciones 
valiosas y hacer contribuciones significativas a la sociedad. Además, una de las funciones 
principales de la familia dentro de la sociedad es promover un entorno donde los niños 
puedan aprender valores, actitudes y comportamientos positivos, así como habilidades para 
toda la vida. 
El patrimonio cultural inmaterial debe cultivarse y compartirse con los niños desde una edad 
temprana, mientras que, al mismo tiempo, debe aumentar la conciencia de la importancia 
de su preservación. 
Con respecto al aprendizaje del patrimonio, los objetivos deben ser proporcionar a cada niño 
el conocimiento de su propio patrimonio. 
La guía fue desarrollada por cinco organizaciones ubicadas en lugares donde existen 
dialectos regionales. 
Ellos son: Bytom - Silesiano, Miranda Do Douro - Mirandes, Granada - Andaluz, Palermo - 
Siciliano, Kastamonu - Turkisch Kastamonu. 
La guía aborda el tema del diálogo regional: fomenta el intercambio y el reconocimiento del 
valor del patrimonio cultural europeo como un bien común. 
 

 
 

Description of the Guide in Spanish "Pasado + Futuro", 
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ITALIAN

 
Sommario 

La famiglia è il gruppo sociale più importante all’interno della società, da essa derivano  le 
principali  influenze nella vita di un bambino. La famiglia svolge un ruolo essenziale 
nell'educazione dei bambini, nell’offrire risposte ai loro bisogni fisici ed emotivi e nel fornire 
una guida morale. 
 
La guida "Passato + Futuro" presenta esempi di buone pratiche nell'area della protezione dei 
dialetti regionali all’ interno dell’ambito educativo inter-generazionale delle famiglie. 
Il problema a cui il progetto risponde riguarda i cambiamenti sociali e culturali che 
interessano la sfera linguistica. Tali cambiamenti portano a trasformazioni e spesso alla 
scomparsa dei dialetti regionali che sono importanti per l'integrazione sociale e per il 
riconoscimento dell’identità culturale. 
 
Le tradizioni tra cui quelle orali, inclusa la lingua come vettore di trasmissione culturale, 
rappresentano una dimensione vivente del patrimonio culturale immateriale tramandato di 
generazione in generazione. 
I dialetti regionali per la maggior parte dei parlanti costituiscono la lingua in cui sono stati 
educati. Essi rappresentano la lingua della casa, della famiglia, degli amici e dei conoscenti. 
La comunicazione in dialetto favorisce un senso di appartenenza e di identità. 

La definizione generalmente accettata di educazione familiare è quella qui indicata:  
"L'educazione familiare si riferisce all'educazione che i genitori o altre persone anziane 
danno ai propri figli in modo cosciente e attraverso uno scambio gerarchico all’interno del 
contesto familiare". 

 

 

Description of the Guide in Italian "Passato + Futuro" 
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L'educazione familiare è un'attività educativa mirata, sistematica e organizzata che i genitori 
e gli altri anziani della famiglia indirizzano su bambini e adolescenti. 

L'educazione più significativa si verifica in famiglia. Pertanto, insieme all'importanza 
dell'educazione, è significativo parlare del ruolo della famiglia nell'educazione. Al fine di 
migliorare la qualità della vita individuale e sociale, tutti gli esseri umani hanno bisogno 
dell'educazione a partire dal momento in cui vengono al mondo. 

Uno dei ruoli primari della famiglia alle;interno della società è quello di promuovere un 

ambiente in cui i bambini possano imparare valori positivi, atteggiamenti, comportamenti e 

abilità utili per tutto l’arco della vita. 

Il ruolo della famiglia è essenziale nello sviluppo e nelle;educazione dei bambini e nel fornire 

loro le competenze di cui hanno bisogno per costruire relazioni utili alle;interno della società 

e per partecipare attivamente alla vita sociale. 

Il patrimonio culturale immateriale dovrebbe essere coltivato e condiviso con i bambini sin 

dalla tenera età, e allo stesso tempo, si dovrebbero sensibilizzare i piccoli sulle;importanza 

della sua conservazione. 

Per quanto riguarda le;apprendimento del patrimonio culturle, bisognerebbe favorirne la 

conoscenza e la condivisione nei bambini fin dalla primissima infanzia. 

La presente guida è stata sviluppata in collaborazione con cinque organizzazioni provenienti 

da regioni in cui è presente un dialetto regionale: Bytom - Slesiano, Miranda Do Douro - 

Mirandese, Granada - Andaluso, Palermo - Siciliano, Kastamonu - Turco di Kastamonu. 

La guida affronta il tema del dialogo regionale incoraggiando a condividere e riconoscere il 

valore del patrimonio culturale europeo come un bene comune. 

 

 
 

Description of the Guide in Italian "Passato + Futuro" 
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TURKEY

 

ÖZET

Aile toplumdaki en önemli sosyal gruptur. Ayrıca çocukların hayatında çok önemli bir etkiye 

sahiptir. Aile çocukların eğitiminde , fiziksel- duygusal ihtiyaçlarının karşılanmasında ve ahlaki 

kılavuzluk sağlamada ana bir role sahiptir. 

Geçmiş ve gelecek, kuşaklar arası aile transferini korumada bölgesel lehçe sahasında mevcut  

iyi uygulama örnekleri ile yol gösterir. 

Projenin cevap verdiği sorun medeniyet-kültürel ve sosyal değişimlerle ilgilidir. 

Bu durum bir dönüşüme yol açar ve bu dönüşüm sosyal ve kimliksel entegrasyon  için önemli 

olan bölgesel lehçenin kaybolması ile ilgilidir. 

Gelenekler ve sözlü iletişim , taşıyıcı olarak dilde bu kapsamdadır , nesilden nesile geçecek 

soyut kültürel mirası yaşatmaktadır. 

Çoğu kullanıcı için bölgesel lehçeler yetiştirildikleri dili oluşturur. Bu dil evde, ailede, 
arkadaşlarla ve yakınlarla kullanılan dildir. Lehçe ile iletişim bize kimlik ve ait olma duygusu 
verir. 
Genel olarak kabul edilen aile eğitimi tanımı; Ailede ebeveynlerin ve yaşça büyük insanların 

çocuklara verdikleri hiyerarşik ve vicdani eğitim olarak tanımlanır. 

 

 

 

Description of the Guide in Turkish “Geçmiş ve gelecek” 
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Aile eğitimi çocuklar ve ergenler üzerinde ailedeki ebeveynlerin ve yaşça büyüklerin 

uyguladıkları organize , sistematik ve hedefli eğitim aktivitesidir. 

En önemli eğitim aile içinde oluşur çünkü aile eğitimin ana merkezidir.Bu yüzden eğitimin 

önemi ile birlikte , eğitimde ailenin rolü hakkında konuşmak çok önemlidir.Bireysel ve sosyal 

hayat kalitesini yükseltmek için bütün insanların dünyaya geldikleri ilk zamanlardan itibaren 

eğitime ihtiyaçları vardır. 

Toplumdaki ailenin başlıca rollerinden biri çocukların pozitif değerleri, tutumları, davranışları 

ve hayat boyu öğrenebilecekleri bir çevrede onlara ön ayak olmaktır. 

Ailenin rolü topluma anlamlı katkılar yapabilecek ve çocuklara kayda değer ilişkiler 

yaratmaya ihtiyacı olacak becerileri onlara kazandırmak ve çocukları eğitmek ve 

yetiştirmektir. 

Soyut kültürel miras beslenmeli ve erken yaşlarda çocuklarla paylaşılmalıdır. 

Miras öğrenimi ile ilgili olarak amaç, her çocuğa kendi miras bilgisini sağlamak olmalıdır. 

Bu kılavuz bölgesel lehçelerin mevcut olduğu  yörelerdeki beş farklı kuruluşla işbirliği ile 

geliştirildi.  

Bu bölgeler: Bytan-Silesian, Miranda Do Douro Mirandes, Granada-Andalusian, Palermo-

Sicilian, Kastamonu- Türkiye 

Kılavuz bölgesel diyalog konusunu ele alıyor. Bu kılavuz kamu yararına Avrupa Kültürel miras 

değerlerinin farkına varmayı ve paylaşmayı teşvik ediyor. 

 

 
 

Description of the Guide in Turkish “Geçmiş ve gelecek”
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MODULE  I 
CREATING IN THE FAMILY ENVIRONMENT PROMOTING THE REGIONAL DIALECT 

 

Examples of good practices 

This work aims to show, even more evident, the family relationship in the promotion of 

regional dialects that, each day, becomes more fragile and superficial, causing the transfer of 

responsibility from parents to others such as school, teachers, nannies, among others. In this 

way, a hostile environment is created where people do not know each other, they only share 

a physical space (the house), but they do not complement each other, they do not help each 

other or express love for each other. 
The extensive history of the family has been going through many important transformations 

including issues in the socio-political-economic context of the country. Historically, what we 

can say of more fundamental is that the family, being an ancestral, universal institution of 

multivariate and culturally determined formation, has been able to resist and adapt to all the 

transformations and mutations familiar and social, having itself participated, as "subject-

actor", in this same social dynamic throughout the ages. The family constitutes the smallest 

and primordial human community has always been considered as the first and fundamental 

expression of the social nature of man.  

The mother tongue has both an individual and a social value, it is the language that everyone 

develops spontaneously in the first years of life, within the family, until the achievement of 

the competences that allow to understand and express ownself within a broader social 

context. Thanks to their curiosity and motivation, even small children can understand 

messages and situations through all the senses, body experiences and emotions. 

Logo of Convention for the Safeguarding of the Intangible Cultural Heritage
 

An intangible cultural heritage (ICH) is a practice, representation, expression, knowledge, or skill 
considered by UNESCO to be part of a place's cultural heritage;  

it comprises "nonphysical intellectual property, such as folklore, customs, beliefs, traditions, 
knowledge, and language" in contrast to tangible heritage  

("physical objects and artifacts belonging to a culture"). 
 

Creating in the family environment promoting the regional dialect 
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Example of good practices 

Language is the main means of communication of people, so, given its importance in our 
daily lives, there have been many scholars who have tried to find out where the language 
comes from, which has led to the emergence of multiple theories , which can be classified 
into two categories: 

• Innate: are those theories that defend that language is something innate of the 
human being and develops without the need for external stimuli. An example is 
Chomsky's theory, which states that language is independent of other functions and 
their development, and that language is a set of rules and formal elements that 
cannot be learned, so they are innate. 

• Environmentalists: these theories focus on language as something cultural, so it must 
be learned through external stimuli. For Skinner, language are responses that the 
child learns by apparent conditioning, responses that are verbal and intraverbal, 
secondarily, so the language depends exclusively on external stimulus. 

However, none of these theories fully and convincingly explains where language comes from 
and how it develops in people, so that theories began to emerge that took into account both 
the innate character of language and the importance of context for its development. In this 
category we can establish that language is something innate in all people, but its 
development depends on external stimulus, before which language adapts and evolves. 
And it is in this context that is necessary for the development of language where the figure 
of parents acquires special importance, since, as we have said before, the language we 
speak, or the dialect in our case, since we are born is called the mother tongue, which is 
transmitted by parents. 
First of all, to say that the process of communicative development is asymmetric; that is to 
say, the weight is borne by the parents, who try to constantly create situations of dialogue. 
This means that parents create situations in which they mark a lot of shifts and even 
intervene in what should be the child's shifts. This way of acting has been called in many 
ways: social assistance, scaffolding or attribution speech. 
Attribution speech talks about the attribution of a meaning that one of the parents makes, 
an intention that the child often does not have and makes him participate in the 
conversation. This attribution makes the child an interlocutor. Also in this process parents 
create play situations that are routine and what Bruner calls formats. Parents are also very 
attentive to respond to any demand of the child and simplify situations to reduce them to a 
predictable way.  
 

 
 

Creating in the family environment promoting the regional dialect 
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Parents repeat situations and forms in such a way that the child understands them better 
(example: telling stories always in the same way). There is a taste for repetition because in 
that way the child is easier to assimilate. 
As for the child, he responds to the stimuli of his parents in a different and progressive way 
according to his age or stage in which he is. From these stages we can highlight: 

- First encounters (0-2 months), in this stage of the early interaction, in which the 
fundamental purpose of the negotiation would be to regularize the basic biological 
processes and adapt the child to the demands of the environment. Therefore, 
communication is given since the child is born. 

- Face-to-face interactions (2-5 months), in this stage the first lasting visual and vocalic 
contacts (maintenance of the look) are given. There are answers in face-to-face 
situations, there is a mutual regulation of attention (the baby knows that if he keeps 
his gaze fixed on his mother, she will attend to him). 

- Shared themes (5-8 months), in this stage the objects are incorporated into the 
interaction, not only face-to-face situations but also an attention of the two 
members of the dyad towards an external object. It is what is called a shared theme, 
it is said then that the relationship triangularizes produced by the visual convergence, 
the deictic gesture and by the action of catching the object, showing it or taking it 
when they offer it. Whatever the case, at this stage efforts are focused on securing 
shared tasks. 

- Pseudo-dialog (8-18 months), at this stage children would be able to produce words, 
the first words. Its meaning would be shared (attributed by the adult), it would be 
able to make requests and comments and, in general, it would show some relational 
skills to combine the activity with the person and the object that allow it to 
participate in dialogues that are not yet symmetrical. It answers questions and as this 
stage progresses it is able to show a greater capacity for intentionality, to elaborate 
plans and it is less passive and more proactive. As you become more active and 
intentional you can access the conversation. 

- Conversation (18-24 months) matches the syntax around one and a half years and 
two years of age. The child develops a great capacity for symbolic representation and 
with it the ability to establish conversations, to maintain dialogue. This makes the 
interaction progressively personalize; that is, the interaction of babies is largely 
nonverbal, when the child can symbolically represent it becomes verbal. The child 
learns complex rules for both the content of the conversation and the form. These 
rules allow you to exchange information, express your moods, give explanations, give 
answers, discuss, is able to ask for clarifications and relate what you say with what 
has been said above. 

 
Creating in the family environment promoting the regional dialect 
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Example of good practices 

One of the family’s primary roles within society is to promote an environment where kids 
can learn positive values, attitudes, behaviors, and lifelong skills.  
The role of the family is essential in raising and educating children and in giving them the 
skills they need to build worthwhile relationships within and make meaningful contributions 
to society. The family is the primary environment children grow up in – regardless of the 
many forms that family might take. Together with high-quality educational facilities and 
social and living environments, the family plays a key role in providing all children with 
learning opportunities and the chance to participate in society and in life. 
Intangible cultural heritage should be nurtured and shared with children from an early age, 
while at the same time, awareness of the importance of its preservation should be raised. 
Regarding heritage learning, the goals should be to provide every child with knowledge of 
their own heritage.In family life, education is permeated and attention must be paid to this 
permeable educational phenomenon. In parents relationship with children, its randomness 
and arbitrariness in communication make family education inadvertently happen in natural 
state. The more education is valued, family, as an important source of education will be 
more concerned.  
Family education involves four aspects:  
- One is that parents set an example for children and use the power of example (including 
one’s ideology, personality and cultural quality) to influence the development of children 
- The second is to use the mother tongue correctly in the family, to improve the Children’s 
feelings and understanding of the mother tongue, and to enrich the Children’s vocabulary. 
The mother tongue and regional dialect is usually one’s earliest contact, learning, and 
mastery of a language, and lasts for a life time.  
- The third is to show the children the example of etiquette and manner of dealing with 
people. Children have the instinct to imitate, so parents’ etiquette behavior, such as dealing 
with people, will deeply affect the development of children’s communication ability. 
- The fourth is to correctly guide the children to carry out self-service labor and housework, 
cultivate the regional tradition. Cultural heritage defines who we are and strengthens our 
sense of belonging to a common European family. 
We are inspired by the heritage of Silesia: its intellectual and artistic achievements and its 
rich multicultural history. The families who know and understand the local dialect have 
remained in the area. More and more people wish to become familiar with the dialect to 
incorporate localisms in their vocabulary. The local dialect is used by musical and choral 
bands. Recitation competitions are organised for children. 
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Example of good practices 
The family,  with its changed socio-cultural structure, is the most important social context for 
the education and development of the child: it is the basis that supports all his emotional, 
physical, cognitive and expressive development. 
 
The mother tongue has both an individual and a social value, it is the language that everyone 
develops spontaneously in the first years of life, within the family, until the achievement of 
the competences that allow to understand and express ownself within a broader social 
context. 
Thanks to their curiosity and motivation, even small children can understand messages and 
situations through all the senses, body experiences and emotions. 
The dialects in Italy up until fifty years ago were the mother tongue of many people, who 
only learned Italian  at school.  
 
Today the situation is very different and dialects rarely are the only language spoken in the 
family. The use of Italian has progressively increased during the twentieth century, and also 
in the areas where dialects are most used, people are bilingual and associate the prevalent 
use of dialect with the Regional Italian that represents a variety of Italian with specific 
characteristics depending on the geographical area in which it is spoken. 
Since the mid twentieth century, most parents which were dialect speakers, have started 
speaking to their children in their own socio-geographical variety of Italian (Regional Italian). 
Actually, they started to feel a kind of "social shame" in speaking in dialect outside of private 
household context, as if it can determinate their low socio-cultural value. Furthermore 
parents believe that educating children to speak only Italian could ensure their social 
enhancement.  However, it’s evident that the primary objective of the acquisition of the 
Italian is not in contrast with the enhancement of the cultural and linguistic heritage of the 
family and belonging community. 
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The dialects, in fact, tell the story of the people who is living in a territory, they preserve their 
memory and represent their socio-cultural identity. The historical and cultural heritage 
creates the bases to build the present in which we live and to prepare the future.  
 
The family, and parents above all, have a decisive role in supporting children's cultural and 
linguistic education, fostering their expressive capacity and their linguistic competence and 
helping them to structure their vision of the world basing on their culture.  
For this reasons, it’s necessary giving children the opportunity to know their own cultural 
heritage and the dialect as an important part of it.  
 
Each family can sustain children in learning dialect carrying out some activities together with 
them:   
-listening and singing traditional songs, 
-reciting nursery rhyme,  
-singing old lullabies, 
-attending at/acting in traditional theatrical performance, 
-celebrating old rituals and traditional festival  
-telling old stories in dialect,  
-meeting people that usually speak in dialect, like grandparents, aged relatives or friends. 
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Examples of good practices 
Family is very important in keeping the regional dialects alive.  
Family is the most important institution in passing the culture and dialect from one generation to 
another. Because family, as an institution, is the first place where the linguistic codings of a language 
is given to the kids. 
Kids get their linguistic learning from their parents until they reach schooling age. After starting the 
school the states official language takes root on their life. In later stages, formal and social 
environments pushes the common language used by the majority takes over the regional dialect. In 
this respect a person can only protect their regional dialect within her/his family. What can be done 
to protect the regional dialect within a family settings?  
Many answers can be given to this question: first of all parents or carers should try speaking the 
regional dialects in front of their children on a regular basis. Children then can learn and memorise 
the sounds and rhythms of this dialect by mimicking it. Within the family idioms, puzzles, jokes and 
stories related to regional dialect should be transferred to the kids. When this is done kids must feel 
like they are playing games as learning must be fun and enjoyable. Turning the learning environment 
in to a fun game will surely be more effective in teaching the kids their regional dialect. Making small 
video clips is another effective method of teaching. In fact making dubbing of films, songs or any 
other favourite TV programmes kids enjoy watching, is known to be very effective in teaching them 
the dialect. If any good these dubbings can be uploaded to social media platforms for others to 
benefit as well. At the moment there are people making a good loving out of these type of videos 
and short films in social media sites. Creating a dictional of the regional dialect is another method of 
keeping it alive. This dictionary should rather be interactive rather then in paper back print form. In 
this way other people can contribute by adding more vocabulary or poems to the further 
development of the dictionary. As it is online it will reach more people than the printed version. 
Another way of keeping the regional dialect alive is to create networking among the families who 
speak the dialect. Establishing a close cooperation amongst them will allow more projects connected 
to keeping the dialect alive, can be developed. There could be competitions and games organised 
within these network groups. They can even organise linguistic festival to promote and spread their 
dialect among their own youth. These type of event will not only make sure young and old 
generations will create bond but also people outside this dialect circle will be made aware of it as 
awareness will be key to keep it alive. In conclusion, family is the most important institution in 
keeping the regional dialects alive among the young generations. Professional studies and work, 
related to family awareness on the mentioned topic therefore crucially important in keeping them 
informed about how to transfer their cultural heritage on to their children. 
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MODULE  II 
INTERGENERATIONAL TRANSMISSION IN THE TRANSMISSION OF THE REGIONAL DIALECT 

 

Examples of good practices 

The human being is sociable by nature, for which he has developed communication systems 
to be able to understand with the people around him, which has given rise to the 
appearance of the different languages that we know today. Because of this, we can say that 
a language, as established by Manuel Alvar, is a "linguistic system that uses a speaking 
community and that is characterized by being strongly differentiated, by having a high 
degree of levelling, by being a vehicle of an important literary tradition and, sometimes, 
because it has been imposed on linguistic systems of its origin ". 

However, there is no pure language in the world, no imperfections and spoken by the whole 
community in the same way. As a consequence, the community of speakers of a language 
tends to be divided into smaller groups, usually located geographically, where the language 
has evolved or partially derived from the language of origin and in different ways to other 
regions, which results are the appearance of the dialect, which, according to Manuel Alvar, is 
constituted as a system of signs broken off from a common language, living or disappeared; 
normally, with a specific geographical limitation, but without a strong differentiation 
compared to others of common origin. 

These differences can be phonological, morphological or syntactic, which has developed 
over time for cultural or geographical reasons, however, do not pose a problem for 
communication with individuals from another region where their dialect is different from 
ours. 

On the other hand, if a dialect evolves in a different way to the language of origin, so that 
great differences arise between both, and develops a specific grammar, it can become a 
language, just as it happened in its time with Spanish. or French, which were dialects of 
Latin, but over time they have become independent languages. 

It is, therefore, with this dialect with which children grow and discover the world around 
them, with which they learn to communicate, to transmit their feelings, thoughts and 
emotions, that is, to develop as a person, which makes It is of vital importance that the 
dialect has a strong presence in the education of children, since it will be the vehicle through 
which the child assimilates what has been learned. 

Also, the European Union emphasizes, through the key competence "Communication in the 
mother tongue", in the importance of the mother tongue in the development of the child, 
which is intrinsically linked to the development of an individual's cognitive ability to interpret 
the world and relate to others. 
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Last, and not least, the dialect is part of our culture and helps us to understand it better, as 

well as to know our history, because only knowing our past, we can understand how this has 

influenced the appearance of the dialect, and how this in turn has influenced the history of 

our territory. It is essential to understand the cultural and linguistic diversity in Europe and 

other regions of the world, the need to preserve it and the importance of aesthetic factors in 

daily life. A solid understanding of one's own culture and a sense of identity can be the basis 

for an open attitude towards and respect for diversity of cultural expression. A positive 

attitude also covers creativity, and the willingness to cultivate aesthetic capacity through 

artistic self-expression and participation in cultural life. 

Cultural heritage is like an always-giving tree. It needs the roots to be bound to the ground, 
the bole to transfer the juices of life, the branches to look at the future. In this sense, the 
transmission of language or dialect by parents to their children is essential, since it is, they 
who have the greatest influence on the development of children and carry out with them 
different communicative situations of great relevance, such as conversations, songs, poems 
or representations. All this is not only in the family environment, but must also be promoted 
in educational centers, where children spend a great deal of time and where they learn to 
use the dialect to interact with other people in the environment. 

However, we must not forget the importance of the role of grandparents in the education of 
grandchildren on the use of the dialect, especially in rural areas and towns. The 
grandparents, in fact, represent the generation that preserves the dialect in a purer way as a 
mother tongue, so that children who today can spend time with their grandparents, still 
have the opportunity to hear the dialect and learn it indirectly. 

 

 

Intergenerational transmission in the transmission of the regional dialect
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Examples of good practices 
Safeguarding intangible cultural heritage is protecting our legacy from the past. We build our 
identities from stories, traditions that conjure up our ancestors’ past. Cultural heritage is not 
limited to monuments and collections of objects. It also includes our traditions, language, 
customs and cultural practices. It captures our living expressions inherited from our 
ancestors and transmitted from one generation to another. 
UNESCO Convention for the Safeguarding of the Intangible Cultural Heritage laid out in Paris 
entered into force in Poland on 16 August 2011. By submitting the ratification documents, 
Poland became the 135th state that acceded to it. It is worth noticing, however, that 
intangible heritage had already been included in the system of protection of cultural 
heritage in Poland before. The legal framework for the protection of cultural heritage in 
Poland, both tangible and intangible, should be seen, above all, in the context of the 
Constitution of the Republic of Poland of 2 April 1997. It contains a direct reference to the 
issue of protection of national heritage (Article 5 of the Constitution), cultural heritage 
(Article 6 section 2 of the Constitution) and cultural goods (Article 6 sections 1 and 73 of the 
Constitution). In the official introduction to the Constitution, we can read: 
… beholden to our ancestors for their labours, their struggle for independence achieved at 
great sacrifice, for our culture rooted in the Christian heritage of the Nation and in universal 
human values, recalling the best traditions, obliged to bequeath to future generations  all that 
is valuable from over one thousand years’ heritage.
As a continuity between past, present and future, it is with and for young people and future 
generations that cultural heritage must be preserved.  Oral traditions in particulary regional 
dialect are linked to this heritage in need of safeguarding. 
This is where cultural heritage safeguarding is also a new lever for sustainable development. 
Not only does it give young people a means to assert their individual and collective identity, 
but it can also create new opportunities in terms of creative and economic development. 
For members family, regional dialect in a meaningful way, the following may be considered: 
• Regional dialect - intangible cultural heritage should be framed in interpretive narratives that link 
the past with the children’s and youths horizon of experiences and allow to activate empathy. 
• Interpretation should strengthen the sense of reality through capitalising on first-hand experience 
of real phenomena linked to the familiar environment of the home town, regional traditions and its 
surroundings. 
• Contexts and stories from the past, which activate self-transcendent and openness-tochange 
values, should be selected. 
• Interpretation should capitalise on curiosity in a way that arouses to marvel thus supporting the 
children’s and youths. 

 
Intergenerational transmission in the transmission of the regional dialect 
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Cultural heritage is like an always-giving tree. It needs the roots to be bound to the ground, 
the bole to transfer the juices of life, the branches to look at the future. Intangible elements 
within it, which we need to preserve so as to understand our diversity (above all regional 
dialects), enrich ourselves with the knowledge of the past, shape our identities with 
important values as individuals, family, stare forward and pass them all to the future 
generations. 
Grandparents and older people can share much valuable information about cultural heritage.  
• Grandparents narrate a story and the children and young people  document it, 
• Grandparents bring old objects and photos and children and teenagers create an exhibition, 
• Grandparents bring old photos and discuss the traditions they were brought up on, 
• Grandparents teach the children and teenagers traditional songs in the regional dialect. 
Youth therefore has a central role to play in order to convey the values of this “heritage 
triptych”: base of the identity of communities and groups, conveyor of sustainable 
development and tool for reconciliation. Youth participation it is a key-factor for the 
protection and safeguarding of heritage. As a driving-force for change wherever young 
people are a factor in their community that recreates and revitalises cultural heritage. 
Heritage education is an approach to teaching and learning based on the idea that heritage 
offers the opportunity to children and parents to engage in experiences that make them 
learn. By directly experiencing, examining, analysing and evaluating intangible cultural 
heritage members of family gain knowledge, intellectual skills and a wider range of 
competences that enhance their capacities for maintenance and improvement of the society 
and ways of living. 
 

International Mother Language Day has been observed every year  
since February 2000 to promote linguistic and cultural diversity and multilingualism. 

Languages are the most powerful instruments of preserving and developing our tangible 
and intangible heritage. All moves to promote the dissemination of mother tongues will 

serve not only to encourage linguistic diversity and multilingual education but also to 
develop fuller awareness of linguistic and cultural traditions throughout the world and to 

inspire solidarity based on understanding, tolerance and dialogue. 
 

 

Intergenerational transmission in the transmission of the regional dialect 
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Examples of good practices 
Intergenerational exchange is a fundamental educational process for fostering in young 
generations the education on cultural heritage and to promote its protection. 
Dialects, as part of the cultural heritage of a community, tell its history, preserve its memory, 
represent its identity. 
Children that have not the opportunity living in a social context where dialect is habitually 
spoken, cannot longer take directly advantage of the immense baggage of popular wisdom, 
culture, traditions and history, which through the dialect is transmitted from generation to 
generation. Parents, together with the school and the wider educational community, should 
promote the use of local languages. The dialect in fact contains a great expressive potential 
and its knowledge favours in children and young people the awareness of the historical and 
cultural heritage of their territory and also represents an additional individual 
communicative competence. 
 

 
 

In the different Italian regional contexts, given the highlighted socio-cultural changes, the 

acquisition of dialect by young people takes place today in most cases, not through the 

mother tongue, but through the social context in which they develop their relations.  

It’s important highlighting the  grandparents' role  in educating the young generations on the 

use of dialect, especially in the extra-urban and rural areas.  The grandparents, indeed, still 

represent the generation that has the dialect as its mother tongue: children that nowadays 

can spending time with their grandparents, still have the opportunity to hear the dialect  and 

to indirectly learn it. 

 

 

Intergenerational transmission in the transmission of the regional dialect 
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Through the educational processes implemented in the inter-generational exchange, it is 

possible to adequately respond to community’s need of recovering its identity and the 

knowledge of its roots and traditions. 

In all the educational contexts it’s necessary to promote the intergenerational exchanges, 

organizing meeting between young generation and old people which are the custodians of 

historical and cultural memory of a social community.  

The intergenerational exchange allows to: 

- recover and preserve the language and cultural identity of the belonging community, 

-foster  in children and young people the sense of belonging to the community, 

-favor in children and young people the constructive and positive interest in common goods 

and the respect for the territory.  

 
 

Stimulating the interest and knowledge of the local cultural heritage in the young 

generations, starting from an early age, promotes the development of an active, 

collaborative, conscious community, oriented to respect the other communities' cultural 

heritage as common heritage of humanity. 
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Examples of good practices 
Language occurs through the establishment of communication between generations.  
The strengthening of this bond will provide effective language training. Even if an agreement 
among them individuals who have difficulty created by the ancestors of culture, language 
and literature, its products (and sometimes even thirty or forty years ago) seem to be 
difficult to understand the wait. Well, then, our country is a bond between generations, 
Turkish education, provides a bridge to what extent the language gives? Are there any 
defects? How to troubleshoot? Moreover, in recent years as it was not thirty-forty years, ten 
years is considered a new generation emerged. Is one of the determinants of language that I 
wonder? It should be noted that self-recognition of the child's mother tongue instruction as 
well as a good understanding of previous generations, winning the national culture, the 
culture of assimilation of the elements is important in the first degree. Psycho-linguistic 
theories of all human beings are genetically programmed to learn language in a way that 
indicates to the world. Normally, each child develops, learns the language. Each individual is 
an innate 'language has a winning Mechanism.  
Language of winning the mechanism, the language spoken around the child to internalize, 
understands the rules and then allows you to speak in accordance with the rules of 
grammar. A good first language learning, the child's own recognition of itself as well as the 
understanding of previous generations, winning the national culture, the culture of 
assimilation of the elements in the first degree is important, and reading, writing, listening, 
speaking of the four basic skills of language, above all, education is a skill gained and 
developed. 
By the during the children learn the mother language, they learn the their regional dialects 
as the same time. There is no school for the Teaching Dialect. Dialect is a heritage by 
Intergenerational transmission. Families, neighbours, parents, sweet homes, social 
circumfence are the castles, basics and sources of the regional dialect. Every person who live 
in there, learn and use regional dialect.  
The family and parents above all, have a decisive role in supporting children's language 
education, fostering their expressive capacity, their linguistic competence and helping to 
structure their vision of the world. The mother tongues are also necessary for the 
progressive transition to any other language to be used in one's own existence. 
 
 

 
Intergenerational transmission in the transmission of the regional dialect 
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Parents, together with the school and the larger educational community, should promote 
the use of local languages. The dialect in fact contains a great expressive potential and its 
knowledge favors in children and young people, an awareness of the historical and cultural 
heritage of its territory and also represents an additional individual communicative 
competence 
 
A knowledge of the culture of the territory in which one lives, therefore also of the local 
dialect, can also foster a greater awareness in people's lives and encourage a process of 
construction of social and community identity. In the different Turkey regional contexts, 
given the highlighted socio-cultural changes, the acquisition of dialect by young people takes 
place today in most cases, not through the mother tongue but through the social context in 
which they develop their relations.  
 
We must also highlight the important function exercised by the grandparents, who still 
represent the generation that has the dialect as its mother tongue, in educating the younger 
generations on the use of dialect, especially in the extra-urban and rural areas. 
 
The acquisition of cultural values as an important component in mastering linguistic 
community patterns. Communication is the engine of social relationships and upon it 
depend the quality of the relationship. Communication involves listening, availability, 
understanding, mutual respect and emotion.  
Communication between parents and children is not necessarily difficult but requires certain 
skills, availability, and time. Relations between parents and children represent some 
significant communication interactions. Communication with children requires certain skills:  
appropriate vocabulary, a calm tone and body language suitable to the message.  
 
A good family interaction represents the climate and good family atmosphere, positive 
dynamics of an emotional nature, the presence of emotional suport. 
 

 

 
 
 

Intergenerational transmission in the transmission of the regional dialect 
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Examples of good practices 
Good family practices as the basis of Mirandese 

culture 
- The mirandesefestevities –Celtas 

-  
The Celtic tribes settle in the region between the 
Esla and Douro to the East and the line of the river 
Sabor, Ponferrada, Navia river in Asturias.To this day, no river has been anbarrier to

 migrations and relations between people on both sides, but they are without doubt a very

 well defined and unambiguous natural frontier. 
Here we can see the Celtic nation that covers all the space between Moncorvo and the

 Cantabrian Sea.This is the space that shaped us and where we came from! 
From the previous map we are led to conclude that the Celtic tribe of the Zoelas would

 inhabit the region bounded by the Esla and Douro to the east and to the south, the Sabor to

 the west and the Serra da Culebra to the north.The lighter parts indicate zones where the

 Celtic remains vanished much earlier than in the Planalto area and in Aliste. 
Borders 

"On September 12, 1297, King Dinis of Portugal and Ferdinand IV of Castile, in the presence of the queens, 
the «infantes», the rich men and bishops of the two kingdoms, celebrated the signature of the treaty of Alcañices" 

 
�e ancient Zoela Tribe, which had survived together through the Roman Empire and during the Arab 
occupation, is divided: to the south of the "mountains of Alcañices" will reign Portugal and to the North, 
the kingdom of Castile and Leon. 
For centuries, the borders, more than today, have resisted an osmotic separation between the two sides of 
this “Raia”. In the seventeenth century this was still the norm: "and the herds went a league up and down 
the Border in search of water and better pastures" 

Language 
The people divide, but what do they do to the language they use on a daily basis? 
Forget it and learn another?Of course, each side continues to speak the same language that 
gradually undergoes various influences: in Aliste is the force of Castilian that dictates the law 
because it becomes the language of power to the detriment of the Leonese language. The 
assimilation of the dominant language takes place slowly until the end of the 19th century. 
On the Portuguese side, the assimilation by the dominant language in the Tierra de Miranda

 is much slower, mainly due to the isolation of the region compared to the rest of the

 country: there are no roads and the orography is the biggest obstacle due to the great slopes

 and deep valleys between Miranda and the rest of the country; it is an almost depopulated

 zone, so that in the early reigns Miranda was also CoutodeHomiziados (fugitives from justice

 and convicted of petty crimes, with royal permission to establish themselves freely in 

a certain region,whilist defending it).The language of the ancient Kingdom of Leon is

 maintained and is used as the language of the family work and neighbourhood.In the city of

 Miranda do Douro, then seat of bishopric, portuguese is replacing the "indigenous"

 language. In the seventeenth century, a representative of the Bishop of Évora visited

 Mirandaand said: "its people are so dumb, so stupid, that don’t even know how to speak!"  

Intergenerational transmission in the transmission of the regional dialect 
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This position tells us clearly that conscience of the origins of Mirandese, lying in the ancient language 
of the Kingdom of León, had been lost in time among the ruling elite. 
In the face of the adversities caused by the King's emissaries and by the Miranda-based bishopric, the 
language is segregated into the villages, into the fields, where the masters of the city can not use it as 
a means of lowering even more the populations living outside the walled city. That is why the 
Mirandese language is not spoken in front of strangers, the so-called "fidalgos" (gentlemen), because 
of this the populations, especially those closest to “Raia” (Border – Fronteer), become mostly 
trilingual: they speak Mirandese, the mother tongue; the Portuguese, in the trips to the city or with 
the civil and ecclesiastical authorities; and Castilian in relations with Spain, now unified.Language is 
above all the guiding thread that brings us here: without language how could we say the world? and 
our dreams? After all, it is the language that connects us with land and life.  

The family - language and the ancestry of the traditions 
In this context we verify that: 
The Mirandese family is undoubtedly the nucleus that maintains the good practices in the 
maintenance of the language and the traditions. Here we are before a community typically 
matriarchal because children, in the good medieval way, are in the care of mothers up to six / seven, 
age at which language is developed and the ancestry of traditions is assimilated. 
In the cycle of evolution of the child, it is the boy who will be the vehicle of transmission of the 
traditions and rituals because to the girl, besides the works of the field, are destined the tasks and 
the housework as for example the treatment of the wool, linen, and clothing until the mid-20th 
century.It is the girl who work the wool and the linen, who weaves the fibers by making the burel / 
“pardo”, the linen and the tow (coarser linen), which will be used to make the bedding, rugs, sacks 
for cereals , the bags, the covers, the vests and the hats. 

Family and Honors cover 
Here we will talk about the mantle of Mirandese honors: Capad’honras is a unique piece of clothing / 
handicraft throughout the national territory and today it is indispensable in ceremonials of both 
religious and profane. Made with pardo- thick woolen fabric served as a shelter for shepherds and 
cow keepers during the long winter months. 
Made by experienced tailors, it is said that it has origin in the cover of asperges and most probably 
disseminated in the region by the monasteries of Moreruela and San Martin de Cantañeda. After all, 
both Aliste and Miranda belonged to these religious orders. 
As Ernesto Veiga de Oliveira says, "We see in the land of Miranda in a separate category the cape of 
honors, in Burel, the most noble piece of our popular costume, hood, honor and fins, with 
applications cut and dotted, in which if they got to spend 60 days and more ". 
The name "HONOR" derives from the fact that it is very worked and not so much of who used it. but 
as a cover that crosses generations and was only used by men. 
This year was offered a cape of honors to His Holiness Pope Francis.It is said in Miranda: “a mother, a 
house and a cape, all cover! The cloak and its work is a sign of honesty and power. It is transmitted, 
as an inheritance, from generation to generation.This cloak was used also by the young men when 
they gathered at night in the village round the bonfires. 

The traditions of the solstice 
This space - for young men - is forbidden for the youngest, for those who have not yet fulfilled the rituals of 
passage to adulthood, a masculine ritual that happens at the age of 15 or 16 and is when the boy belongs to 
the group of Men. This ritual remained in my village until the 80's of last century and is related to the parties of 
the winter solestice. 
It is here that appears the mask, the entrudo (carnival) and the music that accompanies the party constantly. 
We then have the winter solstice festivities, the Maios (flowers and plants to represent spring)festivities and 
the gratitude to the earth for the new life that is reborn.  
It is the music, of Celtic origin, which accompanies the Pendões (our tipicalmedieval army flags)  adorned with 
the Maios when they go in procession on festivitie days. later the Maio’s flowers are replaced by the crucifix so 
that both, the cross (the religious) and the Pendões (the pagan) can live together in the liturgical acts.  

Intergenerational transmission in the transmission of the regional dialect
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 The Pendão originates in the Christian reconquest of the 9th and 10th centuries and still remains as a 
symbol of unity and belonging to a particular community: the village!  
On the festivity day, in the morning, the “Pendão” is hoisted on the churchyard. When the procession 
leaves, the strongest of the young men pick up the banner and open the procession. As the old 
saying goes: the church bells and the “Pendão”, the people are! 

The family, the village and the crops 
Then the harvest celebrations come in the summer and the end of the summer. The "Dançadores" 
(dancers of a our tipical warrior dance) rehearse in secret to create the suspense about the upcoming 
festivities, and on the eve of that party is like the blossoming of a new time, is the corollary of a year 
of work, with the whole community committed to live the fest and all that it adds: the religious and 
the pagan connected by the ancestry of the penannts, “dançadores” and the magic of music, because 
without music there is no life! 

The musical moments of the Mirandese bagpiper on a festivities dayi 
The following description of the musical moments, of the Mirandese bagpiperon a festivities day, 
may vary slightly among the various villages, given the specific culture of each.  
This one that I'm going to talk about here is a reminder of what I remember hearing, to the 
unforgettable Tiu “Sir” Manuel Paulo from Bal de Mira.  
On holy days when there were festivities, the repertoire of the Mirandese bagpiperfollowed a very 
rigid protocol, according to the millenarian traditions of the Land of Miranda for these occasions.  
The beginning of the festivities begins the day before with the sunset, where the bagpiper, 
accompanied by wooden snare drum and bass drum players, plays through the streets of the village, 
the first music from the repertoire being the “Alborada” or “round of the night”, to announce to the 
community that it is holiday eve.  
The next day, the day of the festivities, just before the sunshine, is played through the streets of the 
village the “Alborada” to announce that the day of celebration began and wake the residents to the 
function.  
In the event that there are no dancers (Dançadores), “passacalhes” are played for the purpose, but if 
the presence of the dancers is part of the ceremonial festivity, then the entourage also goes.After the 
breakfast, when the organizers of the festivity, the petition of alms was begun in favor of the saint of 
the festivity. from house to house through the village, at the door of which a “Lhaço” (dancer’s 
music) is danced at the request and chosen by the owner of the house. In homes where someone 
died during the course of the year, one does not dance or play music. Instead we pray a Our Father 
and an Ave Maria, in memory of the deceased, respecting the mourning of family members. When 
the pediment is finished with the dancers, the players continue with the “Passacalhes”, whenever 
they move through the village.  
It is usually after lunch that the Mass begins, in which the bagpiperperforms punctually solo, playing 
the songs included in the liturgy. Following the Mass comes the procession, accompanied by the 
musicians.  
To finish off the religious part of the festival, in the churchyard, the dancers dance the “Quatro Rues” 
(Four streets), which is a succession of four “Lhaços”  mostly of religious motif.  
Then the bagpiperand  the other musicians accompany the priest to hishouse at the end of the 
religious celebrations, with their own songs.  
The formalities of the festivities end with the delivery of the flag to the new festivitesorganisers 
(mordomos) of the year to come, accompanied by appropriate songs.  
From there, before the end of the afternoon, the ball begins, which is interrupted for dinner and 
resumes all night long as long as there is "will and strength to dance."As you can see it was a very 
long day and filled.It has been these familiar and local practices that still allow us to enjoy the 
Mirandese language and the ancestry of its traditions in all their fullness and authenticity because it 
is the family that transmits it and our soul that feels it! 

Topa, Abílio, Pina Cabral, Daniel “ Lanuossa gaita”, Afrontamento Editora, Porto Junho de 2019, pag 85,86.
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MODULE  III 
REGIONAL DIALECT AS THE INTANGIBLE VALUE OF CULTURAL HERITAGE 

Examples of good practices 
In Italy the dialects and minority languages have an important value as assets of the 
intangible cultural heritage of humanity to be protected even before as objects of linguistic 
education. They are the subject of two Conventions and a UNESCO Declaration. 
The school, together with other public and private institutions of the territory, which deal 
with cultural promotion, should favor, both in young people and in adults, the rediscovery of 
their origins, their identity and specificity, to promote a sense of belonging to the territory 
and of active citizenship. 
For several years in the various regional areas a series of activities and programs have been 
developed aimed at favoring the preservation of local languages and at the same time 
maintaining their use alive, such as: creation of dictionaries, collections of texts from local 
tradition, competitions and reviews of dialect poetry, audio-visual productions, conferences, 
theatrical performances, public readings. 
It is important to underline that the presence in Sicily of important institutions that deal with 
local linguistic studies: 
- The Centro di studi filologici e linguistici siciliano(Sicilian Center for philological and 
linguistic studies) has been founded in 1951, it deals with research, publications, creation 
and dissemination of an audio archive, linguistic promotion projects. 
- The Folkstudio Association of Palermo was founded in 1970 to promote the study and 
dissemination of international folk music with particular reference to the Sicilian one. 
-The Ignazio Buttitta Foundation was established on 4 July 2005 and proposes the 
protection, study and development of Sicilian culture in all its historical, social, artistic and 
anthropological aspects. 
The importance of the Sicilian "Opera dei Pupi", proclaimed in 2001 by UNESCO as "Oral and 
Intangible Heritage of Humanity" must also be emphasized. It represents a particular type of 
puppet theater in the Sicilian language, born in Sicily between the 1800s and the 1900s, 
which still fascinates children and whose performances are often attended by Sicilian 
schools.  
In Sicily, we talked again about teaching the dialect on the occasion of the approval by the 
Sicily Region of the Law n. 9/2011, containing the guidelines for implementing the 
educational interventions concerning the history, literature and Sicilian linguistic heritage.  
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The implementation of the aforementioned regional law has had to deal, over time, with the 
political will of the that have followed the government of the Region and with the changes in 
the socio-cultural context determined by the migratory phenomena that have stimulated an 
inevitable rethinking of local and national language policies. 
In 2018 the Sicilian regional council approved a regional law that provides guidelines for the 
implementation of the previous 2011 law on the promotion, enhancement and teaching of 
the history, literature and Sicilian linguistic heritage in schools. 
The schools of the regional territory will refer to the aforementioned guidelines for the 
articulation of their educational plans (POF) always taking into account the autonomy that 
schools have had since 2001. 

At the national level, the National Pro Loco of Italy (UNPLI) was established in 2013 by the 

National Day of Dialect and Local Languages. The event is celebrated every year at a regional 

level, with a series of cultural initiatives taking place in the main cities but also in the small 

municipalities of Sicily. 

On the occasion of the International Mother Language Day established by UNESCO every 

year on 21st February, in Sicily various events are celebrated in the different cities of the 

island with particular attention to Palermo, where there is a large Bengali community.  On 

the occasion of the last celebration , the Palermo Municipality underlined the importance of 

promoting the conservation of languages to foster intercultural dialogue and social inclusion. 
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Examples of good practices 
 

 
The Mirandese 
cultural heritage is composed of a diversity of goods incorporating features such as the 
singularity, authenticity and uniqueness that define it as a reference of Mirandese cultural 
identity and that differentiate and value it as a cultural product.The Mirandese is a particular 
case in the linguistic panorama of Portugal. Its linguistic specificity and its survival up to the first 
half of the twentieth century are explained, on the one hand, by the close and lasting contact of 
its speakers with the lands of the former Kingdom of Leon and with the Western Leonid 
language and, on the other hand, with the economic, cultural and road isolation, felt for 
centuries against the rest of the territory. From the second half of the twentieth century, the 
progressive opening of better and more extensive channels of communication, the model of the 
standard Portuguese first broadcast on the radio and later on by television and, above all, the 
pressure of the standard Portuguese exerted by schooling, led to a change in the patterns of 
transmission of the mother tongue and put Mirandese on the inexorable path of extinction. 
Understanding the cultural heritage as the support of the identity of a given community and, 
consequently, as a cohesion factor, it also assumes a differentiating role in relation to the other, 
which is all the stronger the greater its appropriation, significance and valuation, not only in 
material elements but above all by the immateriality that gives expression to it, transforming it 
into an important cultural resource. 

"Cultural heritage ... clarifies the course of communities living in common territory, 
institutionalizes values and transforms them into common heritage". 
In the Mirandese case, we can identify several cultural goods with which there is an 
identification and a sense of belonging through which the Mirandese community is defined. 
Mirandese identity is mainly shaped by a set of habits, traditions, values, beliefs and ways of life, 
of thinking and behaviour. 
Language as a "continuous creation that expresses the lives of individuals and 
communities" is undoubtedly the greatest exponent of Mirandese cultural heritage and 
"the most durable and most profitable capital of the Land of Miranda." 
In this sense it has been the target of numerous articles, studies, dissertations, conferences, etc. over 
the last few years, and more particularly in its linguistic dimension. Re-emphasizing the dynamic 
character of heritage, language is, "a creation. In this way, it went from the "folk curiosity with which 
it was looked at, to a scientific recognition of its value, at a time when the importance of the 
preservation of cultural diversity and its promotion in a global world is underlined. But for a better 
framing and understanding of Mirandese cultural heritage, it is therefore necessary to go against its 
contextualization and framing of what is meant by Terra de Miranda. 
 Regional dialect as the intangible value of cultural heritage 
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The geographic delimitation of the Land of Miranda is referred to, above all, in studies of a 
linguistic nature, and even Law 7/99 of January 29 (Mirandese Law) as a legal document, 
"Recognizes the right to cultivate and promote the Mirandese language, as 
cultural heritage, an instrument of communication and strengthening the 
identity of the Land of Miranda." 
Since there is no administrative division currently identified as Terra de Miranda, this 
terminology presents enormous ambiguity and pusillanimity. This recognition is, however, 
"very restrictive [since] it is not the cultural heritage that is encouraged to express itself in 
Mirandese, but the Mirandese which is considered as cultural heritage." 
Thus, the teaching of Mirandese is allowed as a discipline, but not the teaching of part or all 
of the other subjects in Mirandese. Being the Mirandese language the maximum expression 
of differentiation and local cultural identity, a reflection of uniqueness and transversal to all 
other dimensions of Mirandese culture, the studies on this theme are also representative of 
the vitality of Mirandese cultural heritage. As the population also the number of speakers 
has declined steeply. The use of Mirandese in the home, field and love trilogy was lost as 
Portuguese extended its mastery beyond the institutional level, made possible by the 
television media to assume the main role, and by a greater degree of population literacy. 
"One of the most important factors for the development of collective identity is, 
and has been, communication." 
The Mirandese language is nowadays more a heritage, an approximation to historical origins, 
an element of distinction than properly as an instrument of communication, since people 
who claim to know and speak the language do not use it in everyday life as nor does it have 
the mechanisms of transmission and diffusion that allow it to assert itself as an assiduous 
presence in the daily life of the Mirandese community. 
In this respect, and in order to counteract the downward trend, the compulsory nature of 
the Mirandese language in the school curriculum, "along with a stronger and more 
aggressive linguistic cultural policy on the part of the municipality" would be the most 
effective measures. In spite of all these setbacks, the impulse given by the Law of Mirandese, 
in addition to making its existence known to the great majority of the Portuguese 
population, "made it a sympathetic cause for all Portuguese as well as for all the media in 
general "Whose passage as a deputy in the Assembly of the Republic was indelibly 
associated with the proposal and consequent approval of this law. Contrary to its oral 
extinction, there is an increase in the number of publications, investigations, online presence 
and written productions that support the existence of a modern Mirandese, more scientific, 
more linguistic but less oral and consequently with a lower degree of appropriation and use 
by the Mirandese community. 
"Within a while we will find school children who can write and read in 
Mirandese, but who do not use the language in their daily oral activities" 
In the juridical context of intangible heritage, language is also associated with traditions and 
expressions, which in the specific case Mirandese proliferate on the most varied themes, 
although their root is essentially rural, as documented by the various collections of 
expressions related to the agricultural activity -pastoral. 
Although language is indisputably a "core element of intangible heritage", it is not covered 
by the Convention for the Safeguarding of Intangible Cultural Heritage of UNESCO. 
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Examples of good practices 
There are thousands of languages in the world. The difference across languages, which is 
referred to as multilingualism, is a common and natural phenomenon. Similarly, there are 
variations within a language. Hence, linguistic diversity is not only limited to multilingualism, 
but there are also variations within the same language.   
Some people explained that every language differs from place to place and from group to 
group in various ways. It is generally argued that all languages exhibit a great deal of internal 
variations. 
As indicated above, variations can be found within a language. There are infinite sources of 
variation in speech such as social status, gender, age, ethnicity, geographical location, 
profession and economic background of a speaker . The social class or/and group in which 
language is used varies. In relation to this, some people wrote that "Young speakers have 
their own special speech patterns, and in many societies there are considerable differences 
among the speech patterns of various social classes." Accordingly, a single vowel may be 
pronounced in different ways and hence, no two people speak exactly the same.But, some 
features of speech are shared by groups of speakers and become a means of differentiating 
one group from the other. In such a case, speech is a clear indicator of social group 
membership. Thus, from a speech of a person, it is possible to tell the gender, socio-
economic, professional or educational background of a speaker . 
Variations within a language can be formed because of various factors. It is realized in 
different ways and at different levels of a language. Sometimes variations in a language may 
occur because the speakers belong to a different geographical area . 
Dialect generally refers to the variety of a language characterized by its own distinct 
pronunciation, vocabulary and other grammatical features such as plural marker deletion, 
subject-verb agreement, use of negatives, etc. Different dialects can be formed when people 
are separated geographically and socially.Hence, the term dialect can be used to describe 
differences in speeches which are associated with geographical areas and social groups of a 
speaker .  
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However, like the controversies of the distinction between language and dialect, the 
difference between social and regional dialect is not clear. With this regard, some people, 
said "… the notions of regional, social and ethnic dialect are not nearly as obvious as we 
might assume at first glance." This is because speakers a language could associate 
themselves at the same time with a number of different groups and their varying 
membership may contribute to the variety of a language they use. Wolfram further stated 
that speakers who a carrier for the transfer of Intangible cultural heritage; are located within 
the same geographical area may associate themselves with quite different social groups and 
thus, speak quite disparate varieties, though they share a common regional language variety. 
 
There are a lot of dialects in Turkey also including foreign country where the Turkish people 
live. This situation denote, language is very rich in terms of diversity.   
  For example,  In the dialects of Kastamonu, together with the language that acts as  
1. Oral traditions and narrations (Epic, legends, folk Tales, proverbs, Tales, jokes, etc.),  
2. Performing Arts (Karagöz, Meddah, puppet, folk Theatre, etc.)  
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Examples of good practices 

Since we were born, we began to learn a certain language, commonly called the mother 
tongue, since historically it has been the mothers who have transmitted their language to 
their children, and in the case of the areas where there is a certain dialect, as is the case of 
the Andalusian in Andalusia, the mother tongue of those born in this territory is the dialect. 
 

 

 
It is, therefore, with this dialect with which children grow and discover the world around 
them, with which they learn to communicate, to transmit their feelings, thoughts and 
emotions, that is, to develop as a person, which makes It is of vital importance that the 
dialect has a strong presence in the education of children, since it will be the vehicle through 
which the child assimilates what has been learned. 
Also the European Union emphasizes, through the key competence "Communication in the 
mother tongue", in the importance of the mother tongue in the development of the child, 
which is intrinsically linked to the development of an individual's cognitive ability to interpret 
the world and relate to others. 
Although the European Union refers to the language, that is, to the Spanish, it is equally valid 
for the teaching of the dialect, in our case, the Andalusian, given that the Communication in 
the mother tongue requires an individual to have knowledge of vocabulary, functional 
grammar and the functions of language. It includes an awareness of the main types of verbal 
interaction, a range of literary and non-literary texts, the main features of different styles 
and registers of language, and the variability of language and communication in different 
contexts. 
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In addition, many studies have discovered the great benefits that the learning of two or 

more languages has in the minds of children, from which we can affirm that the learning of 

the dialects will provide the same benefits, although probably to a lesser extent, since the 

dialects can be considered the basis of a new language. Among the benefits that learning 

from more than one language offers us, we can find: 

• An open and flexible mind. 

• Greater understanding of texts. 

• Abstract thinking. 

• More efficient learning. 

• Ease to learn new languages. 

 

Last, and not least, the dialect is part of our culture and helps us to understand it better, as 
well as to know our history, because only knowing our past, we can understand how this has 
influenced the appearance of the dialect, and how this in turn has influenced the history of 
our territory. It is essential to understand the cultural and linguistic diversity in Europe and 
other regions of the world, the need to preserve it and the importance of aesthetic factors in 
daily life. A solid understanding of one's own culture and a sense of identity can be the basis 
for an open attitude towards and respect for diversity of cultural expression. A positive 
attitude also covers creativity, and the willingness to cultivate aesthetic capacity through 
artistic self-expression and participation in cultural life. 
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Examples of good practices 
The protection and popularization of the Silesia dialect is very important for post-war 
generations. Looking openly into the future, they are trying to find their place in Silesia. 
However, one cannot build one’s future without knowing the past and without being able to 
identify with it. 
For the intangible cultural heritage, (ICH) the bearers of the elements stand at the heart and 
are at the same time the main stakeholders in the safeguarding processes (inventory, 
communication, education, safeguarding, promotion), be they implemented by the public 
authorities, by NGOs or by informal civil society organisations (festivals, meetings, research, 
animation). 
In recent years the local dialect has been popularised through  printing Silesian tales in the 
local press and the reading thereof in Radio Katowice.  
As the dialect is an essential part of the rich cultural heritage of Silesia, a lot of steps are 
taken to prevent it from getting forgotten. Since 1989, the fall of Communism, there has 
been a flourishing tendency of re-birth of interest in the Silesian culture, dialect and history.  
The Katowice branch of the Polish Radio, seated in the capital city of Upper Silesia, is among 
the most famous contributors to the revival of the interest in Silesian dialect. There are 
regular broadcasts given in the Silesian dialect. Moreover, to encourage the Silesians to 
popularize their dialect and preserve it for the future generations, the ''As We say it, that is 
in the Silesian Dialect'' (''Po naszymu, czyli po śląsku) Competition is held each year under 
the auspices of the Katowice Polish Radio.  
 

Last but not least, the Upper Silesian Association (Związek Górnośląski) also hosts cultural 
events promoting the deep-rooted traditions and music of the region. 
Not only cuisine, but the dialect of Silesia is part of the cultural heritage of Upper Silesia as 
well. The distinctive way of vowel pronunciation, sentence intonation and separate 
vocabulary set distinguish the language spoken by the people of Silesia from that used in the 
other regions of Poland. 

Translation of the lierature into Silesian
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An interesting idea is to organize an event:  Dialect dictation.  
The dictation aims to interest the young generation in the language, culture and history of 

 
 

The students faced the speech of their ancestors
 
The dialect of Silesia is regarded as one of the most archaic of all the Polish dialects. Though 
it has its local variants, the Silesians though coming from different parts of the extensive 
region of Silesia, can understand one another. 
"Slōnski Szwōng" - An event organized at the Upper Silesian Museum in Bytom. It aims to 
familiarize with the colorful, but recently more fashionable, culture and tradition of the 
region, both in ethnographic, visual and musical terms. 
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MODULE  IV 
THE ROLE OF PARENTS IN THE PROTECTION OF INTANGIBLE CULTURAL HERITAGE 

 

Examples of good practices 

What is the intangible cultural heritage? 
Are we aware of our culture difference? 
Which is the best?  Unify culture or being have difference culture in the world. 
Where is world going? Unify culture or others 
What can we do order to preserve our varied of culture? 
What is the effect of internet and press to cultural heritage? 
How is the cultural heritage narrated to young generation? 
How is occured the cultural heritage? 
 
Intangible cultural heritage (ICH) is important as it gives us a sense of identity and belonging, 
linking our past, through the present, with our future. Today’s societies have gone away over 
hundreds and miles of years, differentiating themselves from other societies and creating 
their own identity. 

The intangible cultural heritage is viewed today as a common interest of humanity that, 
besides its national dimension, deserves to be protected. 
This intangible cultural heritage transmitted from generation to generation is constantly 
recreated by communities and groups in response to their environment, their interaction 
with nature and their history, and provides them with a sense of identity and continuity, 
thus promoting respect for cultural diversity and human creativity. 

Transmission can take place in several forms: 
in families from parents to sons and daughters 

at work from masters to apprentices 
at school from teachers to pupils. 

 

 
In order to develop this culture, it is essential that it be maintained over time and not 
disappear when a certain group of people die. For this reason, society must be responsible 
for protecting its own culture and transmitting it to the following generations. 

The role of parents in the protection of intangible cultural heritage 
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The roles of the parents are stated: 
-to safeguard the intangible cultural heritage in particular regional dialects, 
-to ensure respect for the intangible cultural heritage in families, the communities, groups 
and individuals concerned, 
-to raise awareness in family of the importance of the intangible cultural heritage, 
-to provide cooperation and assistance children and teenagers. 
The role of parents is an important for the protection of culture, in order to achieve this 
goal, parents, as first educators, show their children those traditions of their area, so that 
children acquire a feeling of belonging and unity with the people around them and can feel 
identified with these customs, assimilating them as their own. In the same way it happens 
with the values of society, which are taught to children from birth, and it is the parents who 
are responsible for transmitting them. 
WHAT IS THE INTANGIBLE CULTURAL HERITAGE 
Intangible cultural heritage (ICH) is important as it gives us a sense of identity and belonging  
linking our past, through the present, with our future. Today’s societies have gone away over 
hundreds and miles of years, differentiating themselves from other societies and creating 
their own identity. 
The intangible cultural heritage is viewed today as a common interest of humanity that, 
besides its national dimension, deserves to be protected. 
ARE WE AWARE OF DIFFERENCE OF CULTURE 
World have involved a lot of people who belong to some community, countries, races, 
religions, languages, history and a endless opinion. But some people don’t want to admit 
differences so this situation led to conflict. If the people aware of differences which including 
the world, they can contribute to world peace. 
WHICH IS THE BEST? UNIFY CULTURE OR BEİNG HAVE DIFFERENCE CULTURE 
There are numerous creature in the world and no one like each other (almost).   If the world 
had a unify culture , we wouldn’t be here now. Because of this situation we can discuss and 
teach different cultures. 
WHERE IS WORLD GOING? UNIFY CULTURE OR OTHER… 
I think the world seem to go to unify culture but I don’t agree this opinion. Most of people 
are interested in technology and maybe technology can view as a unify culture but this 
condition doesn’t mean that the world will go to unify culture. We can communicate 
through the technology and we can share our memories which have various culture. And 
now we are speaking English but this circumstance doesn’t mean the unify culture. As we 
use this language , we can share our own culture. 
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Examples of good practices 

 

Concept and scope of cultural heritage in Portuguese law 
1 - For the purposes of this law, all assets that bear witness to the value of civilization or culture 
bearing a relevant cultural interest must be protected and valued. 
2 - The Portuguese language, as the foundation of national sovereignty, is an essential element of 
Portuguese cultural heritage. 
3. Relevant historical, paleontological, archaeological, architectural, linguistic, documentary, artistic, 
ethnographic, scientific, social, industrial or technical cultural interest of the goods that integrate the 
cultural heritage will reflect values of memory, antiquity, authenticity, originality, rarity, singularity or 
exemplarity. 
4 - The cultural heritage also includes those immaterial goods which constitute structural parts of 
Portuguese identity and collective memory. 
5 - Any other assets which, as such, are considered by virtue of international conventions which bind 
the Portuguese State, shall also constitute cultural heritage, at least for the purposes set forth 
therein. 
6 - Cultural heritage includes not only the set of material and immaterial goods of relevant cultural 
interest, but also, where appropriate, the respective contexts which, by their value of testimony, have 
an interpretive and informative relationship with them. 
7 - The teaching, valorisation and defence of the Portuguese language and its regional varieties in the 
national territory, as well as its international diffusion, are the subject of own legislation and policies. 
8 - Popular traditional culture occupies a prominent position in the policy of the State and the 
Autonomous Regions on the protection and enhancement of cultural heritage and is the subject of its 
own legislation. 
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In fact, this immaterial heritage consisting of traditional songs, legends, dances, procedures and 
techniques (among other cultural manifestations) represents a wealth of knowledge that is also 
associated with our culture and identity, since people recognize the  traditions as being an 
important part of their history and culture, giving them a sense of belonging to a community, 
such as where they were born, where they live, or where they work. 
In general, the family is considered the basic and universal foundation of societies, although 
their structures and functioning vary. The family therefore has a great responsibility in the 
process of socializing the child. School and family are important in the formation of the 
individual. It is by participating in the group that he learns to be part of society, which 
constitutes his identity. 
The family environment and the environmental and community context condition the 
development and quality of school learning, but it has been difficult to penetrate into the more 
informal aspects of children's socialization processes. The relationship with parents is usually 
based on disciplinary aspects or on the evaluation of school achievement, which ends up 
occupying and limiting the relationship between educators and families. It also creates, on the 
part of the educators, the tendency for a stereotyped vision of the possibilities of the 
environment and for its ignorance. Based on the investigation carried out on the processes of 
transmission of the traditional ludic activities in a rural village south of Oporto, we try to discuss 
the role and importance of projects on cultural heritage, both for the more informed knowledge 
about the environment and the reinforcement of local identities and for a new articulation 
between the school and the family. The results of the research reveal the parents' attitudes 
toward their children and their playfulness, a positive appreciation of the past and the values 
attached to them, as well as their ambivalence in the face of pressures on the present. 
Although the school presents itself as a central educational institution, educational action 
extends to other domains and other actors. There are community and family memberships, 
other peripheral spaces of sociability that, together, lead to a broader vision of the educational 
field than to the school sphere and to an appreciation of the strategic and structuring character 
of informal socialization spaces in the implementation of attentive pedagogical projects the 
possibilities of the environment and its development. 
From the knowledge of the cultural inheritance in one of the essential dimensions of childhood - 
the games - analysed in the light of the memories of the childhood experiences of the parents 
and the way these are manifested in the educational options they make for the children, it is 
reflected as spaces of local sociability and built heritage may be the face of educational projects 
centred on the social and cultural rooting of the school in the middle. 
The transmission of the heritage linked to the play culture, through dialogue between parents 
and children, is revealed in the current contexts, whose symbolic dimension is expressed in all 
areas of social life, either through things or ideas that convey meanings, constituting a system of 
relationships. The inheritance to be transmitted thus lies within the framework of social, 
cultural, material relations, where ideas and representations about children and their education 
are produced. 
In this perspective, the recontextualization of children's memories refers to two areas that are linked: 
one that refers to the knowledge, values and codes preserved to be transmitted to the next 
generation; another, which links heritage to the wider socio-cultural ecosystem. In the context of 
intergenerational relationships between parents and children, what passes from one time to the next 
is mediated by the memories of childhood, but also by the idea of what it is today as a child. It is 
therefore necessary to trace some aspects of the contemporary infantile condition, important for the 
understanding of the meaning of the actions of the parents in the field of the children's play culture. 
The transformations that mark the present moment inevitably produce their effects on children's 
living conditions. 
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The changes that occur, among others, in the structuring of the time-space of everyday lives, 
family structure, school and mass media, participate in the construction of the worlds of 
children's lives and their cultures. Materialities, new structures of daily life and values 
disseminated impel children to new networks of sociability and spaces of interaction, controlled 
by adults and for relations with culture, established by new ways of information. One of the 
aspects to consider is the changes in the domestic space and in the family institution. These 
restructurings reveal a reduction in the role of the family as the first instance of socialization. 
This is reflected in the transition from traditional forms of community integration of children to 
societal forms. Bindings that in the initial phase of Modernity settled within the domestic circle 
moved to institutionalized spaces. Children have been integrated into formal spaces, most of the 
day, under the control and rules imposed by adults. The pressure of everyday life on education is 
materialized through the use of new spaces and the proposal of materials, which try to 
anticipate learning, seeking, also, support in the latest technologies. The cultural market for 
children is another aspect that helps us to understand what it is to be a child today. Globalization 
or the unification of the world under the order of capitalism has as one of its presuppositions the 
incorporation of the various segments of the population into the logic of consumption. 
In this respect, children today constitute an important part of the market, which has led to an 
increase in cultural production directed at children, especially the culture of consumption and 
mass culture. In the late 1970s, early 1980s, children began to be seen as customers, consumers, 
becoming an autonomous segment of the market. The phenomenon is translated by the strong 
publicity that happens to be directed to the children and by a marketing that combines 
information, persuasion, fun and sale, with strong convincing power. The cultural industry for 
children achieves its effectiveness by making compatible the transmission of their products with 
the specific reception conditions for children. The empathy that the products of the cultural 
market create with the "consumer", through the establishment of conformity with the children's 
imagination, explains the universalization of these products. These cultural products end up 
being references in the children's market more for the symbolic value that is associated to them, 
than for its playful potential. However, the use of children is in line with the desire and potential 
of children's enjoyment. 
In talking about their children's routines and interests, they refer to their preference for 
computer games and television, emphasizing that "they are now much more technology-
oriented" and that in terms of toys, "the past tells them nothing, if you give them a jump rope or 
a computer, they prefer the computer, "or if you give a rag doll to a girl, she does not pick it up 
because" do not move, do not talk. If it's those on television, she always wants it. " Regarding 
play and toy choices, parents are aware of the advent of new forms of play, new communication 
and information technologies, particularly electronic games and the Internet, and note the 
disappearance of games and games that were part of his childhood. Compared with the past, 
changes are also observed, with regard to companions, spaces and playing times and playful 
artefacts. 
Parents recognize that there is a move from play to enclosed spaces, that fields have 
disappeared as scenarios of children's play and that streets and sidewalks are occupied only in 
the immediate vicinity of the dwellings. In his opinion, "children know more enclosed spaces 
than open, they are more closed." Parents are not oblivious to the changes that have occurred 
since the time they lived their childhood. Contemporary contexts make the experiences of 
children so different from their own. Memories of the past, awakened by the play of children, 
make alive the marks of change. Most games, games and toys are, in the main, others, they 
appear in new scenarios and they emerge new playful rituals that put them before new 
configurations of the play. 
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Examples of good practices 
Today's societies are not the product of an isolated and repentant event, but have gone 
away over hundreds and miles of years, differentiating themselves from other societies and 
creating their own identity, which may be similar to other societies of around, but that has 
unique characteristics. That is, each society has created a culture that goes beyond material 
objects (such as buildings, monuments, crafts, sculptures, painting ...), and that encompasses 
our way of thinking, of relating to others and even in the way to live and enjoy life. 
In order to develop this culture, it is essential that it be maintained over time and not 
disappear when a certain group of people die. For this reason, society must be responsible 
for protecting its own culture and transmitting it to the following generations. For this, 
society must help and provide the necessary tools to the collective that forms the basis of 
society, families, an indispensable factor for the protection and preservation of culture. 

 

 

 

Therefore, it can be established that parents, as the highest authority of the family unit, are 
the most responsible for transmitting the cultural heritage to their children, so that they 
learn it and can transmit it to their children when the time comes. That is, if the parents did 
not transmit the culture, it would be lost in each generation. Therefore, the role of parents is 
vital for the protection of culture, since in order to achieve this goal, parents, as first 
educators, show their children those traditions of their area, so that children acquire a 
feeling of belonging and unity with the people around them and can feel identified with 
these customs, assimilating them as their own. In the same way it happens with the values 
of society, which are taught to children from birth, and it is the parents who are responsible 
for transmitting them. Even in something as trivial as gastronomy, parents play a crucial role 
for children to know and learn the typical dishes of the area. 
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But where the influence of the parents is greater is in the transmission of the language, so 
much so that the first language spoken by the child is called the mother tongue, and that, 
according to many experts, our way of thinking and to understand life is very influenced by 
the language, or dialect, that is spoken. In addition, it is thanks to the language that cultural 
heritage can be transmitted and preserved, for which it is recommended that parents take 
into account the following recommendations for their children: 

- Show interest in what children say. 

- Have patience. 

- Use the dialogue to resolve conflicts. 

- Talk about attractive topics for children. 

- Take advantage of any time to talk, especially if the family is reunited. 

- Comment on current events. 
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Examples of good practices 
Intangible cultural heritage (ICH) is important as it gives us a sense of identity and belonging, 
linking our past, through the present, with our future. An understanding of the intangible 
cultural heritage of different communities also helps with intercultural dialogue, and 
encourages mutual respect for other ways of life. 
For many countries traditional culture represents the principal form of cultural expression 
and is an important contribution to economic and social progress. However, it is a heritage in 
danger. The present trend of globalization threatens the continuation of traditional 
practices, also because people, in particular young people, are attracted to a unified culture. 
The loss of the intangible heritage is aggravated by phenomena of neglect and intolerance. 
The intangible cultural heritage is viewed today as a common interest of humanity that, 
besides its national dimension, deserves to be protected. 
This intangible cultural heritage, transmitted from generation to generation, is constantly 
recreated by communities and groups in response to their environment, their interaction 
with nature and their history, and provides them with a sense of identity and continuity, 
thus promoting respect for cultural diversity and human creativity. The intangible cultural 
heritage is shared among a plurality of people, this type of heritage provides “a sense of 
identity and continuity” to a specific community. 

 
 
The intangible cultural heritage is also voluntarily transmitted from bearers to recipients.  
Transmission can take place in several forms: 
-  in families from parents to sons and daughters,  
- at work from masters to apprentices,  
- at school from teachers to pupils.  
Transmission also implies the consequent recreation or reinterpretation of the heritage, 
which is inevitable because of its social and living character. 
The dialect of Silesia is regarded as one of the most archaic of all the Polish dialects. Though 
it has its local variants, the Silesians though coming from different parts of the extensive 
region of Silesia, can understand one another. Language is a communication tool enabling 
humans to convey meaning and emotions, influence other people and stay in touch. 
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Promotion of coca cola in the regional dialect - Silesian 
 
Regardless of the variability and complexity in the linguistic environment around them, 
children begin constructing stable linguistic identities at a young age.  
The roles of the parents are stated: 
(a) to safeguard  the intangible cultural heritage in particular regional dialects; 
(b) to ensure respect for the intangible cultural heritage in families, the communities, groups 
and individuals concerned; 
(c) to raise awareness in family of the importance of the intangible cultural heritage 
(d) to provide cooperation and assistance children and teenagers. 
The role of local influences on linguistic behavior of children, be it through input provided by 
adults such as parents and grandparents or by peers who speak the local dialect. 
The acquisition of cultural values as an important component in mastering linguistic 
community patterns. 
The intangible cultural heritage is associated with a “cultural space” and is constantly 
recreated by famililies and communities “in response to their environment”. A cultural space 
cannot be identified by lines drawn on maps. 
A cultural space in families must be intended more for social practices as “a physical or 
symbolic space in which people meet to enact, share or exchange social practices or ideas.” 
Families play an important role in protection, safeguarding, maintenance and recreation of 
the intangible cultural heritage, thus helping to enrich cultural diversity and human 
creativity. 
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MODULE  V 
DEVELOPMENT OF CREATIVE AND CULTURAL COMPETENCES IN THE FAMILY 

Examples of good practices 

Cultural heritage has a universal value for us as individuals, communities and societies. It is 

important to preserve and pass on to future generations. You may think of heritage as being 

‘from the past’ or static, but it actually evolves though our engagement with it.  

What is more, our heritage has a big role to play in building the future of Europe. 

 
Through cherishing our cultural heritage, we can discover our diversity and start an inter-

cultural conversation about what we have in common.  

Families are not only our first and most important teachers, 

they also teach us the most important things in life. 

Cultural heritage should not be left to decay, deterioration or destruction. 
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Examples of good practices 
The family can be considered as the first place of education of the child, since it is the place 
where the child will learn the concepts and attitudes to integrate into society, obtain the 
necessary tools to continue expanding their knowledge, as well as the ability to enjoy the 
Culture and confidence to develop your creativity. 
For this, it is necessary that the child feels accepted in the family, that is, loved and 
respected by the other members of the family, which, especially the parents, will do 
everything possible so that the child develops his abilities to the fullest. Academic as his 
artistic sense.  
Regarding academic development, the family will help and complement the child's studies 
during their school stage, while for the development of culture and creativity, the family will 
carry out activities that are striking and attractive for the child and that encourage 
expression of ideas, experiences and feelings creatively, such as: 
- To visit a museum. 
- Learn songs from parents. 
- Listen to family music. 
- See scientific exhibitions. 
- Read stories or poems. 
 

 

 
On the other hand, it should not be forgotten which is the fundamental tool for the acquisition of 
knowledge and culture, since this tool is part of the culture of the area, and must be learned and 
developed in the family; the language. 
 For this reason, we are going to see techniques and strategies used in a satisfactory way for the 
acquisition and development of the language, or what is the same, of the dialect. For this we will 
differentiate those strategies used in the family environment by parents, which are used in schools 
for teaching and language improvement. 
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First, and as responsible for introducing the child into the language, parents use different 
strategies to help the child in acquiring the language, so that they feel comfortable and safe 
using it. Some of these strategies are: 

• The strategy of moving forward, in which the parents raise themes and forms, that is, 
they advance in a conversation; but if he does not get an answer or the child makes 
mistakes, he is tolerant, he retreats. 

• Parents adapt their questions to children in such a way that if the children are very 
small, the statements of the parents will be short. And as the child grows, longer 
sentences will be directed. 

• Feedback: Parents often respond to a child's broadcast with a repetition or expansion 
(an extension of what the child has said that sometimes becomes a topic of 
conversation). 

• There is a special register to talk with children and it is baby talk or motherese 
although it is not exclusive to mothers. It consists of more than a hundred traits that 
affect all levels of language although the most studied has been prosody (intonation). 
The tone is raised when talking to young children and even four-year-old children. 
This baby talk would fulfill two functions: a) analytical that would be specific help in 
the acquisition of language and b) social help in maintaining the attention and 
interaction necessary for language. 

• Asymmetric conversational commitment, in which parents assume the responsibility 
of maintaining conversation with young children. This translates into allowing 
children to choose the themes; adapt them to the child's activity and interests; 
broadcast productions open enthusiastically for the child to answer; give time to the 
responses and interventions of the child and, finally, issue reversible turns so as not 
to break the sequencing of the dialogue. 
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Examples of good practices
 
During human history, parents have always tried, with different educational approaches 
according to the historical period and to their particular socio-cultural background, to pass 
down to their children the cultural and relational heritage as well as economic one.  
 
The historical period we are living in, is characterized by profound socio-cultural changes, by 
an increasingly innovative and pervasive technological development and by more hectic 
lifestyle. These changes have an inevitable effect on the family and the educational 
relationship between parents and children, and create a multiplicity of family models.  
Family, in its various forms and in the changed socio-cultural context, is still the fundamental 
place for children's education and development. It represents a protective milieu, which 
must be able to welcome the child, to favour his well-being, his emotional, physical and 
cognitive development and to promote his potential. The family also has the primary task of 
educating children on the cultural heritage and encouraging its preservation through the 
educational process.  
We want to focus on some points as important steps to favour the well-being and socio-
cultural children’s growt and to stimulate educational relationships aimed at favoring the 
development of cultural and creative skills in the family:   
Creativity 
Creativity is the ability to go beyond ideas, rules, models of traditional products and create 
new ideas, forms, methods, interpretations, through originality and imagination. It is also the 
tendency to generate or recognize ideas, alternatives or possibilities that can be useful for 
solving problems, communicating with others and creating relationships.  
Creativity is a skill that must be learned, practiced and increased. It develops from childhood 
even if often during individual growth this suffers from limitations, due to the external 
conditioning and the patterns to which our brain is accustomed  
 
Everyone can be creative. To foster the development of creativity in children, it is necessary 
that the right educational environment and the right educational stimulus are created within 
the family and that the parents themselves are creative, being able to see things from new 
and different perspectives.  
 
“It takes a village to raise a child” (African proverb)  
Children grow up in a healthy and balanced way if they have a good relationship with their 
parents, but to activate effective and healthy educational processes it is necessary that 
among the different types of educational contexts in which children are directly or indirectly 
involved, there are strong, meaningful, reciprocal relationships (school, educational centers 
and services, family and friendship networks, etc.). It is therefore important for the family to 
be able to create relationships, focused on the child and his educational well-being, also 
promoting the sense of community and the sharing of common cultural heritage.  
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Freedom  
Children are naturally imaginative, creative and playful. They will have to find their own way 
and should be free to independently develop their attitudes and skills in a harmonious and 
loving environment. In this way, every child, in his growth, will be able to use his resources 
to face the challenges he will encounter along the way.  
 
Consistence 
Children need consistent guidance: parents should always aim for consitency when giving 
messages and be coherent between what they say and what they do.  
 
Discovering the past for building the future  
The family should foster in children the knowledge of the past and its cultural heritage, for 
giving them the bases for their complete future growth (like a tree that grows high towards 
the sky with its roots in the earth)  
In the educational relationship, children need emotional bonds and a coherent guidance, 
confirmations, serenity and rituality, knowledge of the past and its traditions and, at the 
same time, new emotional, social and cultural discoveries. Parents should support them 
building their future on cultural heritage, encouraging them to observe, learn, narrate, make 
hypotheses, give and ask for explanations, discover, be creative and respectful.  
 
Through the parents’ guidance, children have to learn finding in their cultural heritage the 
best values to encounter the others, respecting the diversities and being ready to share its 
own socio-cultural background with the others, for the benefit of all  
 
 

 
Traditional games: past and present
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Examples of good practices 
Cultural competence can define  as the “ability of individuals and  systems to respond 
respectfully and effectively to people of all cultures, classes, races, ethnic backgrounds, 
sexual orientations, and faiths and religions, in a manner that recognizes, affirms, and values 
the worth of individuals, families and communities, and protects and preserves the dignity  
of each. 
Human service organization can be found in the world order to prevent discrimination, 
racism and other distinct. Human service organizations have a lot to gain by valuing diversity 
and providing services to people from diverse social and cultural groups in ways that are 
respectful of those groups, as well as being accommodating to their diverse characteristics 
and needs. Why should human service organizations focus on diversity? First and foremost, 
because being culturally competent enables service providers to provide equitable, child-
centred care. There are clear benefits to licensed residential settings becoming culturally 
competent. Most important of these is the ability to positively impact the children and youth 
they serve by creating safe and supportive environments. Culturally competent licensed 
residential settings also benefit staff and foster families by creating inclusive work 
environments and homes where diverse perspectives and talents are unleashed for the 
benefit of all. And finally, cultural competence supports the organization’s credibility and 
influence in the community. 
Otherwise we should look the cultural competence in terms of families. Most of children are 
raised by family and children take first education from family so some ideas and thinking 
shape in children’s world during this time. Due to this situation families can teach to children 
some universal rules. Member of family have to teach  to their children how to respect the 
other community, race and diversity cultural groups. But this duty should start among the 
family member. If the each family member respect to together, that members can respect 
the diversity cultural groups. A lot of war among the country or within the country start from 
conflict among people  who don’t respect the other cultural groups. A way of prevent of this 
situation is able to learn cultural competence in the family. All good things start with a small 
step. Member of family and families can make various activities with children at home. They 
can play some games together and they can learn a lot of things from this game.Because 
children learn most of subject from games. They can learn respect, address to together, be 
defeated, respect to winner etc. Playing game is an essential activities among the children in 
terms of learning live together and respectful to together. Because most of time of them are 
passing during the game. 
Families can visit the other family who don’t believe the same belief and not including same 
culture with self. That family member can learn diversity of culture and freedom of belief 
and sharing some information which involving culture and daily activities. And of course 
family member who live the different country can visit together and they should stay each 
other’s home and they can learn much more from each other’s. Because the world have 
harbored  much more diversity culture, belief community and different people. And so 
people can learn respect together and maybe world may be better compare the this time. 
Because small steps are very important.  
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Examples of good practices
 

 

 
The family is a privileged space for the elaboration and learning of significant dimensions of 
interaction: bodily contacts, language, communication, interpersonal relationships; we can, after all, 
affirm that one only learns truly in the family institution and, more thanwith words, through the daily 
witness that this experience allows. Through inherited and assimilated cultural traditions, families are 
indeed privileged agents of the transmission of human values, cultural identity and historical 
continuity; and its educational function plays a key role in the development of each generation. 
The child, at birth, has the "skills" to acquire skills. Ability to think, behave socially, solve 
problems, create. However, it needs a favourable climate to make possible the updating of 
that potential. Climate conducive to acquire the skills of thinking, behaving socially, solving 
problems, creating. At the outset, it is up to the family to provide the child with the climate 
favourable to the outbreak of their first creative experiences. 
The creativity requested and cultivated by the lived experience would tend to materialize in 
creative acts. The unusual, the original, the ingenious would be common features observed 
in the behaviour of children.The first experiences of the child take place within the family. It 
is the family that gives it a name, which determines social and genetic class, generating the 
first feelings about this family. It is not surprising that the popular saying "education comes 
from the cradle" has become so usual, since it is in the family environment that begins the 
psychic, moral, social and spiritual formation of the child forming their identity. 
Mirandese is a language that evolved thanks to the particular historical, geographical and 
cultural conditions where they still remain faithful to their characteristics. The Mirandese 
have something particular that distinguishes them of the others and make them strong to 
maintain their origins, being they, the culture, like stick dances of Miranda, the popular 
dramatic representations, the traditional celebrations and solstitial, the geography, due to 
the isolation of the Miranda region from the rest of the country,as well as their 
morphological characteristics, have also facilitated permanent contact with neighbouring 
lion lands, at the same time as promoting a certain distance from the influence of 
Portuguese. 
During the long winter nights, the “saranes”, which were and continue to be long and cold, 
are also the time and the pretext for people to join in telling stories that are repeated 
annually, these are told in the same way and by the sameaccountants. The kitchen was the 
place and it is still where they spent their winter nights, there is the back of the fireplace, it 
was a culture room, where they spent their nights telling stories and talking about what was 
done during the day and what will be done on the following days. 
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The Mirandese, the language of the countryside, the family and love, survived through 
the centuries mainly due to the isolation of the region where the language was inserted 
and the fact that it is transmitted through oral tradition. Now, with globalization and 
the consequent "threat" of other languages, more widely spoken through the mass 
media, the risks are imminent. Mirandese is, in fact, a threatened language, but not in 
danger. 

It is often said in Miranda do Douro that "the road ofMirandese is walking, but 
when it is necessary to jump" 

As long as teaching is extended and conditions are created so that Mirandese is gradually 
recognized as a language of Portugal, not only of the Mirandese, and that internationally it can 
also be recognized and studied in several universities, Mirandese has the future assured.In an 
increasingly practical and objective world, Mirandese teaching will be more difficult. Unless, 
people with roots and Mirandese ancestors that can motivate the learning and maintenance of 
a tradition. 
It is noble to preserve the identity of a people and the school is entrusted with this mission. The school 
plays a fundamental role in preserving the Mirandese language, which is the second official language 
in Portugal. Curiously, some families have denied the mirandese in the recent past to their children 
and grandchildren, but they maintain their use among generational pairs, that is, between older 
relatives. 

This means that the importance of the educational system as an institutional pillar of the language 
market policy cannot be neglected (a decisive aspect in the affirmation of the Mirandese), a place par 
excellence of the monopoly of linguistic knowledge, assuming itself as disseminated teaching 
structures and present in a given territory which aim to lay the foundations for unifying the 
"producer-consumers" and, consequently, are the owners of the whole process of reproduction of 
the linguistic market, space for exchanges and the attribution of the social value of this linguistic 
competence. 
The specificity of being a minority language that has never been associated with independence 
movements, as in other countries, has led to the fact that, 11 years ago, all deputies sitting in the 
Assembly of the Republic voted favourably for their official recognition, thus failing to be designated 
as dialect. 
The Mirandese speakers are widely dispersed throughout the world. The Mirandese community, in 
recent times, has shown ever better attitudes and an increasingly strong vocation for the Miranda 
language and culture. Many Mirandese think that language is the central component of identity, 
thus, loss of language would mean loss of personality  
as well. Even the people who hardly speak the language, have very strong connections with the 
symbolic, social functions of it. Language is an important part of our self-definition, it transmits 
knowledge, practices and indicates our place in the social context. 
Therefore, language is not only a mean of communication, but is also a symbol, and has an 
integrative role as well. 
According to many scholars, language is one of the most important signs of social identity and is an 
inalienable part of the identity of the person. 
The most important question of the situation of the Mirandese language is that, while the practical 
circumstances (the demographic and economic situation of the region, the problems of employment, 
modernization) are factors of linguistic substitution, socio-psychological variables lead to the 
maintenance of “lhéngua”. Normally, language loss occurs if the person or community chooses a 
language that enables better living conditions, it is often not possible to analyse this phenomenon on 
the basis of the investment-profit theory. In the case of the Mirandese also act psychic forces that 
are very strong. Positive attitudes do not ensure language vitality in the long run but serve as a basis 
for revitalization activities.Currently, the Mirandese language is threatened in its survival, due to 
internal factors and due to the desertification of the region. 

Development of creative and cultural competences in the family 
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FUNDACJA FAMILY CENTER    
Ul. Jainty 18/1 
41-902 BYTOM 

www.familycenter.edu.pl 
e-mail: info@familycenter.edu.pl 

POLAND
 

 

INSTITUTI PRINCIPE REAL  
ASSOCIACAO PARA A INOVACAO E DESENVOLVIMENTO 

Rua Da Terronha 16 
5210 198 MIRANDA DO DOURO 

www.ids.pt 
info@ids.pt 

PORTUGAL  
 

CENTRO INTERNAZIONALE DELLE CULTURE UBUNTU 
Via Fratelli Cianciolo 14 

90133 PALERMO 
www.facebook.com/Centro-Internazionale-delle-Culture-Ubuntu-268827235321/ 

e-mal: patriziapappalardo@yahoo.it 

ITALY  
 

AKADEMI KULTUR VE EGITIM DERNEGI 
Saraclar M. Muzaffereddin Gazi Sk. No:124-2 

37200 KASTAMONU 
www.aked.biz 

savanoglu@gmail.com 

TURKEY  
 

NEOTALENTWAY 
Calle Acequia Nº 8 
18191 PINOS GENIL  

www.facebook.com/pages/category/Education/Neotalentway-112553033448579/ 
neotalentway@gmail.com 

SPAIN  



 

 

views only of the author,and the European Commission and the 

contained therein.
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